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Universities against
War sponsor rally
by Patty O'Connor and Michael Williams

photo try Paula Matteucci

Vietnam Veteran Terry Hertzler reads about an eye injury he suffered in combat from the book he
wrote. Hertzler, accompanied by Dr. Robert Simmons, spoke at the Univerities against War spon
sored peace rally on Monday.

The draft returns

Cameramen and reporterscrowded
around the speakers at the peace
rally held by the Universities against
War on Monday. When asked how
many reporters were present, the
cameraman for Channel 33 re
marked, "I think just about every
one is here."
Over 200 faculty members and
students stood in front of the Uni
versity Center Monday at noon lis
tening to the speeches.
Robert Simmons, Professor of Law
here at USD, moderated the rally
which lasted45 minutes. Simmons
urged, "If war comes and the body
bags come home, you and I will
never forgive ourselves for the rest
of our lives. We must do everything
in our power to prevent this."
The Chair of the Diocese spoke on
behalf of Bishop Brom, relating h is
five point message regarding the
Persian Gulf Crisis:
1. The US needs to resist aggres
sion.
2. There is a need for international
solidarity to halt aggression.
3. The nations must condemn the
hostage situation.

4. The US must distinguish be
tween leaders and civilians in
Kuwait and take care of the inno
cent civilians.
5. The United Nations must seek a
peaceful resolution through non
violent diplomatic means.
Father Pachcncc, one of the rally's
speakers said,"All we arc trying to
accomplish here is to raise the issue
that President Bush has not ex
hausted all of his options."
He added, "War should not be a
consideration at this point. Mr.
B ush must be patient with the United
Nations and try to work within its
framework. Bringing out our big
guns will only make Saddam
Hussein look like a martyr. If we
allow the Arabs to work this out
themselves, Saddam will emerge as
the two-bit dictator that he is and
will be forced out by his own
people."
Pachcncc added, "1 do not believe
the American people understand the
Arabs. In their world, loyally and
pride precede all else. For Arabs,
an outsider [US] needed to solve
continued on page 2

|Or does it? With the increased possibiltiy of war,
many students are concerned about the draft calling
their brothers, friends, or themselves to fight.
by Jeff Fluharty
As the calender creeps closer towards the Jan. 15 ultimatum levied against
Saddam Hussein by the United Nations, llie dircal of war grows and with it the
possibilities of the resurrection of the draft.
"There are no student deferments under the current Selective Service rules,"
states Kathy Gilberd, legal worker and co-chair of die military law task force.
If the draft, which has nol been used since 1973, is put back into effect, it will be
based on the regulations conceived during the early 80's when the Carter Admini
stration reinstitutcd drafi regislralion. The current draft policy, written in the
Federal Code of Regulations, is far less lenient dian die one in the Vietnam era. All
males ages 18 to 26 arc eligible for the military draft, women are also eligible for
a limited medical draft, and no student or married deferments will be given.
"We are ready. Tomorrow we could have a random lottery, and before the day
wouldend we would be sending telegrams to the individuals that would be the first
selected and within the first 30 days we would have the first 10,000 people in the
training base," claimed the director of Selective Service to Congress in 1983.
"Thesystem isalmost entirely in place,"explains Gilberd."There are draftboard
members, appeal board members, they all have been trained and updated. The

continued on page 3
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Students take advantage of the extended library hours until finals arrive. Copley
Library will be open until midnight every night until students leave for the long
awaited Christmas vacation.
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USD senior recognized as So.
California "Rose of Tralee"
by Patty O'Connor
USD senior, Mary Pat Shields is the
Southern California winner of the Rose
of Traleepageant as this month. Shields,
who was one of several United Suites
winners, will travel to Ireland next fall for
the Rose of Tralee Festival and finalist
competition.
The contest en tai led six weeks of events
and was judged on personality and char
acter. There arc 31 Irish winners world
wide.
Shields said of winning the title, "It's
one of those things where you say, 'what
if... what if...' and when it happens you're
completely taken by surprise."
The theme of the pageant is based on a*

...Peace rally
continued from page I

photo by John Dworzak
Hortensia Garcia, Angie Cosset, and Jessica Lincoln mix cement
during their recent visit to Tijuana to build a house.

their problems is a farce, and brings great
shame.
'The blood which runs between the Arab
countries is much thicker than any alliance
with the United States. My greatest Icar is
that the students I am teaching and others
their age are going to die in a war which has
not been thought out thoroughly."
Dr. Michael Soroka of the Social Sciences
department, a Vietnam Veteran, told of a

song about the true story of a young man
who fell in love with a servant girl and
was denied permission to marry her by
his parents.
Later, he was sent aboard only to return
soon after to marry his sweetheart. The
story ends with her tragic death before
they were wed.
The Festival will be televised from
Ireland in many parts of the world and
draws a half of a million people to the
country.
Shields has been awarded a $1,000
wardrobe expense, a diamond and emer
ald ring, and the week long trip to Ireland
for the competition.

peace rally he participated in 18 years ago.
"We were tired of the war then, we are tired
of the war now, but here we are." Soroka
suggested that America develop a new source
of energy to eliminate dependence on other
nations as well as taking the private corporalion out of the oil industry.
An overriding agreement of the speakers is
for the US to exhaust every option available
to resolve the Persian Gulf conflict before
committing to a war. Vietnam Veteran
Terry Hcrtzlcr commented, "War is not
macho, it's not neat. War is the most horrible
tiling anyone can imagine."

USD Alumni receives STOP
BEFORE IT
Bishop Buddy Award BLOWS
OP
IN OUR
FACE

USD News Iturciiu
The Bishop Buddy A waul, t lie It ighesl honor
issued toaUnivcrsily of San Diegograduate,
was bestowed this year on a woman who has
dedicated her life to the values of family,
Frances Oldak Dolan.
Mrs. Dolan, a member oflhc Class of 1963,
who worked in Bishop Buddy's office dur
ing her student years, received the award last
week at the 1990 Alumni Mass.
Mrs. Dolan has been married for 27 years to
William Dolan, a vice president of Investcal
Realty Corporation of San Diego.
The couple met at a Catholic singles dance
and were married by Bishop'Buddy in 1963
atthelmmaculata, where the newly installed
chimes rang for the lirst lime to announce
their nuptials.
The Dolans have four sons and a daughter,
who is now a freshman ai USD.
Frances Dolan has been a i|uici leader in the
family of USD alumni. I Icr numerous of
fices of distinction include: President and
board member of the Alumnae of the Sacred
Heart, past member of the USD National
Alumni Association Board of Directors and
President of the USD Auxiliary.
Professor Therese Whitcomb, a 1953 USD
graduate who was the 1989 recipient of the
Bishop Buddy Award, said in presenting the
award to Frances Dolan, "The loveand dedi
cation she has demonstrated not only for her
immediate family, but for her extended fam
ily at USD as well, can serve as inspiration
for all of us.

"Our recipient has demonstrated as extraor
dinary commitment to Catholic education,"
Whitcomb said. "She is a tireless volunteer
with a love for her alma mater that is truly
worthy of commendation."
Said Michael Liuzzi, President of the USD
Alumni Association, "Fran Dolan is a vi
brant woman whose ministry has enriched
her family and all she touches."
Upon receiving theaward, Mrs. Dolan said,
"For me, receiving the Bishop Buddy Award
is an honor and a privilege that cannot be
lopped...because it is presented in the mem
ory of a man whom I admired greatly, who
influenced me in many of my decisions and
who left me with a lasting impression of his
kindness and his generosity and his saintlincss."
The Bishop Buddy Award is presented
annually to alumna or alumnus who has
made a significant contribution to his or her
profession and has served the community
and the University.
For the first time in it's 17-year history, the
Alumni Mass was celebrated simultaneously
in San Francisco as well as Sand Diego. The
Bishop Buddy Award recipient was an
nounced at both Masses.
Alumni Relations Director John Trifiletti
said the unprecedented jointobservance "is a
strong statement about the university and its
Catholicity.
"We hope to include our developing re
gional chapters in this unique celebration in
the future."

A lot of people are begin
ning to see the light when it
comes to nuclear weapons test
ing.
Why c/othe governments
of the United States, USSR and
other "superpowers" test
nuclear weapons?
The fact is, nuclear testing
leads to more nuclear bombs.
And more bombs do not lead to
a safer world. Even now, nucle
ar weapons are adding a fright
ening dimension to the conflict
in the Middle East.
Nuclear weapons are dan
gerous and expensive. Consid
er this: one nuclear test can
cost anywhere from $12 million
to $70 million.
That's why more and more
people are realizing that the
nuclear age is a dead end. And
they're doing something about it.
On January 5, people
from throughout the world will
gather at the Nevada Nuclear
Test Site near Las Vegas. Stu
dents, scientists, professionals,
celebrities and other concerned
citizens. Together, we will call
for the end of nuclear testing,
nuclear weapons and nuclear
power.
Don't you think it's about
time? Other nations certainly
do. That's why, on January 7,
delegations from 118 nations
will gather at the United
Nations to work out a treaty to
ban all nuclear testing.
If you share our vision,
please call (619)298-1015 to
find out more about how you
can make a difference. As soon
as next month.
For information write:
GREENPEACE USA

3909 4th Ave. Ste. 201
San Diego, CA92103

End the Nuclear Age
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The question of the draft
continued from page 1
regulations are all in place and the com
puters are all in place."
It is possible that it could only take two
days to completely regenerate the draft.
On M-day (Mobilization day), President
Bush would have to get Congressional
authority to reinstate the draft. On M+l
day, the following day, a random birth
date lottery would take place tochoose the
people who should go. The computer
systems would then generate the first let
ters and those letters would tell people to
report to MEPS (Military Entrance Proc
essing Stations).
Draftees would then have 10 days from
the day the letters were post-marked to
report to MEPS or be subjected to severe
penalties. About 11 days alter the first
peoplereporttoMEPS they will be sen ion
to basic training to prepare for combat.

Reasons for the Draft
The US military could be forced to go to
a draft because of manpower problems
and demographic reasons.
"It does not really matter if it's a two
month war like they arc talking about or if
it's a six month war,"stales Rick Jahnkow,
draft counselor and anti-war activist of 20
years.
"They havestarted a process that is going
to be tying down our military for a long
time. It's going to disallow people from
enlisting and that combined with the
shrinking poll of available young people
tells me they are going to have to go to a
draft," states Jahnkow.
The US military has always tried to main
tain a troop level of approximately two
million in active duly and another one
million in reserves.
Even before the US involvement in the
Gulf, army recruiters were struggling to
keep the numbers up. The pool of avail
able military age people has been shrink
ing and will continue to shrink until it hits
a low point in the mid 1990's.
Some military planners arc estimating
they will need up to 50 percent of all

photo by Chris McNulty
Dr. Michael Soroka of the sociology department stands in the audience
with USD students at the the peace rally Monday.
available and qualified people 18-26 years
old to maintain the current size of our mili
tary force.
Over the past few years, officials have talked
about the possible necessity of a peace-time
draft to help maintain numbers. Now the
threat of war places a much grater strain oh
already limited US resources.
"If there is a large enough military push to
accomplish the wide-scale destruction that
would be necessary to break the back of
Saddam Hussein's military in the short pe
riod that they are talking about, you aregoing
to have massive casualties," explains
Jahnkow.
The military has already stated that there
will be no troop rotation like there was dur

SAVE ON CONVERTIBLE BACK PACKS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
AV£ WA 65 REG. $119.99 NOW 79.99
JWA 63 REG. 129.99 NOW 89.99
WA 68 REG. 139.99 NOW 99.99

ing the Vietnam War. Jahnkow does not set
this policy set in stone. After the war
whether it is short or drawn ou t, " there w i 11
be a need for a large number of troops u:
remain stationed in thearca...and you can't
leave people there forever, you have hi
rotate them eventually."
Jahnkow also sees another potential cata
lyst for the reinstatement of the draft. "If a
war begins and bodies start to come back in
body bags there is going to be a greater
outcry among liberals in particular,over the
fact that a higher and disproportional num
ber of the casualties will come from people
of color and low income."
Experts say the US military appeals to
continued on page 5
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Fr. Foley's students
finally get the grade
by C. Hardy Kalisher
Students of Father Patrick Foley's classes
got the news of the final determination of
their grades after several weeks of being left
out in the cold.
After much debate over how to determine
the students' grades for the semester, the re
spective Administrators decided that the
students final grade would be a balance be
tween the grades from Foley's grade book
and those given by Maria Niqolas, thesubsti
tute, with the higher grade of the two togiven
to the student.
Foley's unexpected leave of absence was a
burden on Foley, the administration, new
professor, and the students. While the stu
dents realize that Foley's leave of absence
was due to the strain of his personal prob
lems, the result of his absenccwas a source of
much stress for the professors and the stu
dents involved.
With approximately three weeks remaining
in the fall semester, one class was cancelled,
and three others "wasted."
After the first cancelation, each of Foley's
classes received a new professor. During this
entire class, the teacher and students dis
cussed what to do for the rest of the semester.
With each class costing approximately
$80.00 per student, the wasted classes made
the situation even more discouraging.
The first two class meetings with Profes
sor Nicolas were again filled with continual
discussion regarding what to do with the rest
of our semester.
Following this debate, an agreement was
reached and has been implemented. Accord
ing to the students, they arc satisfied with the
structure of the class under Nicolas.
Much of the controversy over the determi
nation of the students' grades was when Foley
did eventually return his grade book to the
University of San Diego.
No final grade was included. The Diocese
of San Diego has made it clear than none
shall be sent.
The grades the students are currently re
ceiving from Nicolas arc objective. By com
bining the unfinalizcd grades in Foley's grade
book and the objective grades received from
Nicolas, the resulting grades would have
been inaccurate and unjustly given.
In addition, it is nearly impossible for the
new teacher to decode the grades recorded i n
Foley's grade book.
After analysis of Foley's grade book, al
most 100 percent of the grades at the time of
Foley's departure were between C- and B-.
The overall grades of the students were
steadily improving, which led thestudents to
believe that the final grades would be much
higher than the current grades.
Because of Foley's leave of absence, the
students not have had the opportunity to im
prove their subjective grades.
Several of the students of Fr. Foley's classes
have attempted, without success to return
their unused books to the USD Book Store
only to be turned down.
"Some of us wasted $40 on books that we'll
never use.That doesn't seem fair to me," said
one discouraged student.
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Crimewatch

photo by Michael Woore
Contestants compete for trivia points and struggle to figure out clues in the
"Treasure Hunt" sponsored by Residence Programming Machine (RPM). Awards
amounted to over $150 in prizes, including $75 that the first place team decided to
donate to charity. The Hunt led students all over campus in a frenzied search for
buried treasure.

WhatHappeiied to People who were drafted
or einlisted during the Vietnam War:
7,600,000
2,300,000
33,000
55,000
35,000
330,000
33,000
110,000
26%
16%
24.5%
22%
50%
2,400,000

Total Vicuiam Era Veterans
Spent lime in Indochina
Womcnt stationed in Indochina
Died in combat
Died from noncombat injuries
Wounded in Vietnam
Paralyzed as a result of being wounded or injured
Died since their return from Indochina
Of all casualties were Black
Of all casualties were Latino
Of federal and stale prisoners 1979 are Vietnam Vets
Unemployment rate for Vietnam era veterans 1968-74
(whiles)
Unemployment rale for Vietnam era veterans 1968-74
(non-whiles)
Indochincsc people died

by Scott Stanfield
Between 12/3 and 12/4 a Bronze Hyundai
Excel, parked in the Camino parking lot
west, had its right passenger window shat
tered. The glove compartment was found
open.
On 12/4 it was reported that on 12/3 a black
1988 Hardtop Jeep parked in the Harmon
Hall lot east, had a smashed window on the
driver's side. The driver's door and glove
compartment were found open. The vehicle
was equipped with an anti-theft burglar
device, a steel rod locked to the brake pedal
and the steering wheel. Estimated damage to
the vehicle is $200.
A Mail Center Van attempting to pull into
the loading zone space in front of Founders
Hall, hit a red Hyundai Excel GL.The Hyundai's front left fender, left turn signal assem
bly and front bumper were damaged.
A blue Nissan King Cab pickup was found
with the right cab window broken. An at
tempt had been made to remove the stereo,
but nothing was stolen.
Magnetic signs were found missing from
the side of a van parked in the Sports Center
parking lot. The van's owner requested that
a note be put in the VISTA offering a reward
for the safe return of the signs.
An Alpine car radio was stolen from the
Bahia garage. It was valued at $200.
On 12/5 it was reported that a black leather
backpack containing a wallet and credit cards
was stolen from a cubbyhole outside of the
UC Main Dining center.
A red Jansport backpack was stolen from a
cubbyhole outside of the UC Main Dining
center.

An Editor's Note

People are still dying and children arc still born wilh birth defects as a result of the
Vietnam war.
graph courtesy of Sonoma County Center

As I sit here at 3 am contemplating my
finals, I think to myself, wouldn't it be nice to
have more than (or at least) five hours of
sleep on Tuesday nights?
It is with this thought that I gratefully
bestow my humble duty as News editor to
IM editor, Bo Rothwell. He will undoubt
edly take this section to new heights.
From this Tuesday on, I will thankfully
return to the status of writer. I have enjoyed
my position immensely at times and hated

for Peace and Justice

Best of
luck
to you
on your
exams
the VISTA staff

It was reported that between 12/5 and 12/6
a housekeeping cart was taken from where it
was parked behind the tenniscourts. The cart
was driven through the north gate of the
tennis courts. The individual attempted to
drive the cart through a second gate when it
became lodged in it. Damage to a bleacher
seat also resulted from the joyride and repairs
to the cart was put at $400. The amount of
damage done to the fences is unknown.
Between 12/6 and 12/7 a Panasonic five
inch color tv was stolen from a room in the
University Center.
On 12/7 it was reported that a door had been
kicked off its hinges, and was found on the
floor of a room in Maher Hall.
A brown leather Jansport backpack was
stolen from a cubbyhole by UC main dining.
A white mountain bike was stolen from the
bike rack in front of $erra hall.
A backpack discovered missing in the
Copely Library was found ten minutes later
with the wallet missing. It was described as
a brown leather wallet with cash, credit cards
and a drivers license.
On 12/8 it was reported that damage was
caused to the Median strip on Marion way
west, where a driver, once on the grass area,
accelerated, damaging the grass.
On 12/9 it was reported that between 12/8
and 12/9, the water fountain on the first floor
of Maher Hall had been pulled off the wall by
an unknown person, and water was running
down the hall. The crash bar was pulled off
the east door on the first floor and the sign to
the women's restroom was broken. On the
second floor glass was broken out of the
directory communication sign.

GET SMART!
The LSAT is Changing

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

^

LSAT
GMAT^

GRE

We Score More!

Test scores may count as much as 50% in
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Prepare for the LSAT before it
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(619) 695-9952
Classes Start Jan. 5 for GRE & LSAT/ Feb 9 For GMAT

my position intensely at other times. But,
the VISTA was finished every week.
At least I have escaped the editorial board
before Kent Sligh really got the chance slip
me something to make me less uptight.
I'd like to take this opportunity to personally
reassure the members of my logic class that I
usually do know the answer, but was too
dazed to think about anything involving
letters on Wednesday mornings.
Wish me luck on my finals.
-Patty O'Connor

r5Je^wot5ilRTi

TAN 30 Days- $35
Permanent Cosmetic
Make-Up
European Body Wrap- $39
Fills $15- with selected
manicurists
A FuU Service Hair, Nails,
and Skincare salon
Mon-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5
4373 Convoy
(Linda Vista
becomes Convoy)
279-2440
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The question of the draft
continued from page 3
people of low income status
because of its economic opportu
nities. Currently it is made up of
about 30percent African-Ameri
cans and people of Hispanic ori
gin. The draft is considered by
many to be the"great equalizer."
It mixes up our military so that it
more accurately reflectsthe make
up of our society.
It has been reported in the media
that since the US first deployed
troops in Saudi Arabiaon Aug.3,
the military hasexperienced a 30
percent drop in the number of en
listees. "The population is no
longer interested in enlisting,"
explains Jahnkow.
The widely accepted military
rule for an offensive strike is that
one needs to have a three-to-one
advantage over his opponent.
Currently, the UN forces are es
timated at 500,000 men, with
400,000 of them US soldiers, and
Iraq is reportedly able to mobi
lize a one million man army if
necessary.
Jahnkow asks the fundamental
question, "Where arc they going
to get all them [the troops neces
sary]?"
Military recruiter Sgl. Bowcns
does not understand why people
are so reluctant to enlist and also
does not foresee a draft in the
near future.
"The average individual who
comes into the military will not
see conflict. Even if all-out war
was to occur, you're talking about
some deep resources that we
would have to exhaust before a
draft would be imposed. At this
point here we just can't see such
a thing happening...there arc just
no indications of it. But then
again, that's all speculation."

If you are drafted
When drafted, you arc consid
ered to be in 1-A (acceptable)
status and fit for com bat un ti1 i t is

proven otherwise.
If you wish to follow the orders
given to you by your Commanderin-Chief all you have to do is pass a
physical and you arc a soldier.
Applications for deferments orolhcr
exemptions cannot be officially
made until you have received a draft
notice.
Since a draftee has to respond
within 10 days from llic post-marked
date on their notice, allowing for
delivery to take three to four days, a
draftee will have only about six to
seven days to fill out "Form 9" and
express all possible reasons why he
or she should not or cannot go into
the military.
On "Form 9," which can be picked
up at the post office when the draft
is reinstated, one is suppose to indi
cate all possible claims for any
exemption; ica hardshipdefennent,
ministerial deferment,prtxjflliat you
are either a gay or lesbian, student
postponement, or any other reason.
One can also apply for conscien
tious objector (CO) status. This
means that because of "religious
training and beliefs or moral and
ethical beliefs you are opposed to
participating in all wars," explains
Jahnkow. "One cannot object for
political reasons" or be a selective
objector.
After you indicate you wish to be
considered a CO the government
will send you an ideological ques
tionnaire and if you pass, you will
then be called in for a hearing.
According to Gilberd it is tough to
acquire CO status and it is some
thing that should be thought about
long before there ever is a possibil
ity of a draft.
"It would help to document your
beliefs now, and basically create a
file that you keep and just keep
adding to.
"Anything that would demonstrate
that you are acting in your life in a
way that is consistent with the be1 iefsof a conscientious objector and
also materials that would demon

"Please remember, Iraqi people
are innocent bystanders"

photo by Chirs McNully

Anna Barrow, a USD student spoke of the poor US image in other
countries. According to several speakers, Hussein will be praised
as a hero if he stands up to an enourmous world power that treats
other countries as colonies and uses up their resources.

strate your sincerity and show when
you developed those beliefs,"states
Jahnkow.
If you are thinking of claiming CO
it is recommended that you seek
Draft Counseling. For further infor
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mation on all aspects of the draft,
call: The National Lawyers Guild
Military Panel, which offers free
draft counseling at 233-1701, or
The Com m iucc Opposed to Mili
tarism and the Draft 753-7518.

by USD News Bureau
The University of San Di
ego Community Choir will
present their annual holiday
concert at 8pm on Friday and
Saturday, Dec. 14 and 15 in
USD Founders Chapel.
Conducted by Dr. Robert
Campbell, the USD Commu
nity Choir is comprised of
students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and friends of the
University.
The concert will feature se
lected lessons and carols for
the Adventseason. Thechoir
will be joined by vocal solo
ists and membersof the USD
Orchestra for the featured
work of the evening, J. S.
Bach's "Magnificat".
Joining the USD music
faculty in August, Dr.
Campbell has directed a va
riety of vocal ensembles on
both East and West Coasts.
His articles on choral music
have appeared in the Choral
Journal. Choral Review and
the International Choral Bullctin. He is an Active editor
and arranger for several
publishing houses.
Dr. Campbell holds degrees
from Yale, 111. and Stanford.
He is in demand as a choral
clinicianand adjudicator, and
is the director of USD's new
Choral Scholars program.
Admission to the concert is
$5 general, and $3 for sen
iors and students. Tickets
will be available at the door.
For additional information,
please call Dr. Campbell at
260-4712, or the USD News
Bureau at 260-4682.
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What about Kevin?
by Murphy Canter
doesn't take a political analyst to
On Thanksgiving, after everyone know that these words are synony
had dinner with their families, a mous with "war." They tell tales of
bunch of friends of mine gathered economic sanctions, UN resolu
to celebrate our friend, Kevin's, tions, and negotiations gone sour.
birthday. His birthday isn't until Cameras relate images of European
December 24, but he won't be hostages and children being touched
around to celebrate his 21st birth by an animal. It's a lot like a fairy
day with his friends and family.
tale in which the evil dragon Sad
Last Thursday a ship left from San dam holds the beautiful princess
Diego carrying a cargo of marines Kuwait captive and the knight,
from Camp Pendelton bound for America, in shiny white armor will
the Middle East, more precisely, rescue her and all will be happy
the border of Saudi Arabia and forever after. But I still don't want
Kuwait. My friend Kevin was on my friend Kevin to die.
that ship.
You see, you and I are relatively
On paper, this war with Iraq sounds far removed from this whole fight
pretty good. It does seem impara- ing business. We can sit in a class
tive to rid the planet of Saddam room and discuss with our peers the
Hussein and his deadly lunacy. It's relevant moral, political, even straalso an apparent case of the need to tigical aspects of a war with Iraq.
protect freedom in a different part We can go to a bar and meet people
of the world. Considering the small whom we can impress with our
percentage of American casualties, thoughtful knowledge of the situ
the likelihood of an American vic ation and even argue the righteous
tory and the fact that I can watch it ness of our actions over there. We
all from my living room, operation can face hypothetical questions like
Desert Shield, even operation Des "What would you say to a draft
ert Kill, sounds pretty good. But I notice?" with a sense of immortal
don't want my friend Kevin to die. ity that allows us to answer, "I'd
Every day I read the paper and on fight, even die, for my country!"
the front page I see names like because we don't really have to deal
Cheney and Scowcroft surrounded with it. My friend Kevin doesn't
by words like"bleakestassessment" have those luxuries, he's just going
and "inevitable confrontation." It to die.

The same holds true of the people
in charge. They can discuss "mili
tary options"and "costs" over warm
brandy in a nicely furnished office.
They can come on television, with a
somber face and consoling words
and tell us about how all other pos
sibilities have been exhausted. They
can even have the audacity to ex
plain how sorry they are that they
have to send troops. But that's not
going to mean much to Kevin, his
family, or his friends when the
bugler starts playing Taps.
What's the answer? I wish I knew.
What's the opinion? I don't want
Kevin to die. What's the point? It
seems like this war is for a valid
reason, and it seems like the war
will accomplish something good,
but I'm not sure that I'm willing to
pay that price. I want Saddam out,
but I don't want Kevin to die for it.
Worst of all, I don't want to find out
that there are other alternatives when
it's too late to make any difference.
What I want you to know is this:
war is war and in war peopledie. No
matter how justified war is, people
die. Sometimes it's easy to glorify
war and rush into it because we
forget that people die. I want you to
know that in this war with Iraq,
people will die. I don't want my
friend Kevin to die.

Remembering our losses at the Vietnam Memorial
by Paula M. Marcheschi
I felt as if I had to read every
name...
Every name of every person who
sacrificed his or her life for our
nation in the Vietnam War. Sadly,
because of the number of lives lost,
I couldn't get beyond even the first
or second year of the black marble
wall that lists the casualties—the
dead fathers, brothers, sons, and
friends of so many people.
Fall in Washington, DC, is a season
colored by falling leaves and warm
skies. At the Vietnam Memorial,
however, I could only acknowledge
one color—black. I could only
experience the dark and somber
attitude that envelopes the tribute
that signifies nothing to me but

death. Some may argue that it is
"honorable" to die for one's country,
but dying for your country still
equals death.
The livesfrom the war in Vietnam
are lost and nothing we can do will
ever bring those soldiers back or
free their families from the pain
they still suffer. We have no control
over the mistakes already made
during our country's history. We,
therefore, should not, no matter what
our opinion of war, condemn
innocent soldiers that are dead by
disrespecting their memory.
I mention this because I was
enraged by the lack of respect shown
by visitorsat the Vietnam Memorial.
As I stood reading names—
Jonathon, Steven, Christopher,

Matthew, Joseph—I felt scared,
angry, and confused. Who were
these people? What and who did
they leave behind? I can't even say
I understand for what reason the
war was fought. These people are
gone; I can't even be guaranteed
that anyone remembers them; I
don't even know that the soldiers
understood why they were fighting.
As I unsuccessfully fought back
tears of frustration because of all
the things I could not understand,
there were people laughing and
joking—people who seemed just
not to care that so many of our
nation's citizens were killed while
fighting in our name—my name and
I don't even know exactly why they
continued on page 8

What price for oil?
by C. Hardy Kalisher
If Bush is willing tospend millions
of America's tax dollars per day
and keep thousands of men and
women from seeing their families
during the holidays with the
possibility of never returning home,
then there must be something
immensely important in that giant
Arab sand trap.
"We're in the Gulf because the
world must not and cannot reward
aggression. And we're there
because our vital interests are at
stake. And we're in theGulf because
of the brutality of Hussein,"
explained Bush in an addresson the
Persian Gulf Crisis, Nov. 31,1990.
Furthermore, Bush does not
support a Congressional debate of
whether or not to go to war in the
Persian Gulf.
"It is only the President who
should be asked to make the
decision, (about sending young kids
off to war)," said Bush.
"No president can expect
automatic and monolithic national
support. Debate is the essence of
democracy," said Professor and
historian Arthur Schlesinger, an
expert on US foreign policy during
the 1960's, during the Senate
hearings on American strategy in
the Persian Gulf.
"If anything is clear about the
original intent about the
constitution, it is.. .the constitution
was written to ensure that NO ONE
MAN should have the power of bring
this oppression upon us,"' said
Schlesinger
Nobody should get away with
being a bully. And the US has
established precedence as the
"Protector" of the free world. The
establishment of the Monroe
Doctrine in 1823 gave the US the
right to wield their "Big Stick of
protection."
It seems that when the US
government, the elite businessmen,
and the self-serving politicians do
not have much to gain, then the US
does not get off of its cozy coach
and play protector.
Now, that's what I look for in a
protector.
For example, even though the
violent atrocities the government of
South Africa commits against its
people are comparable to those
which Hussein has committed, the
United States will not support any

military intervention against tne
government of South Africabecause
of our long kinship with British
interests.
Bush supports the idea that as
protector of the free world, the US
must prevent Hussein from
continuing his'"Hitler-like"
aggression.
"(We're not discussing) pathetic
undeveloped Iraq, with 17 million
people half under the age of 20 and
a gross national product of only
40,000 billion dollars. We could
afford to debate about Hitler, we
can surely afford to debate about
Saddam Hussein,"said Schlesinger.
Continuing to looking at US
foreign policy, where was the US
when Hussein used chemical
weapons, supplied from the West,
on his own people?
Once again, where was the US
when China opened fired on the
educated students, just like you and
I, in Tiananmen Square in June of
1989?
The final reason Bush has given
for US military involvement in the
Middle East is because our "vital
interests are at stake." Well, thanks
George, for being so descriptive in
your reasoning.
Could it be the threat of Hussein
having a nuclear arsenal? In other
words, Bush is saying that by going
to war with Hussein now we would
be preventing a greater evil later.
It is the old argument that
American citizens heard throughout
the Cold War. What if Russia
develops an atomic bomb? What
about a hydrogen bomb? What if...
That Cold War scare tactic escalated
until the SovietUnion recently threw
in the towel.
"It requires considerable
arrogance for anyone that claims
continued on page 8
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Point/Counterpoint: If you received a draft notice, would you resist?
Hell no, I won't go!!!
Serving your country is an obligation
by Jeff Fluharty
I am a conscientious objector, I don' t believe
in the reasons why the US is in the Gulf, and
I would mostdefinitely resist a military draft.
As a conscientious objector (CO) I am not
a complete pacifist, I would kill in self defense,
but I sincerely, in good conscience, object to
all wars.
I could not point a gun at another human
being, who I know nothing about except that
he does not wear the same uniform as I, kill
him, and be able to live with myself. I am not
God and in no way do I feel I have the
authority to take another person's life;
especially a random and anonymous one.
I believe it is necessary for the US to have
a strong and capable military to defend this
great country of ours which I love.
I greatly respect and admire the men and
women who dedicate themselves to this
nation's security. I thank them for their
efforts, support them, and always wish them
the best.
This is why it would be an atrocity to
needlessly, pointlessly, and prematurely spill
the blood of tens of thousand of young
Americans
without exhausting all
possibilities for a peaceful resolution to this
conflict first.
Even if I was not a CO, I would object to our
actions in the Gulf. I see our policies as
selfish, foolish, and a hypocritical act of
imperialism.
For years the US has sought bases in the
Middle East and has tried to intervene as
much as possible. Why? To protect what
many Americans view as "our" oil.
Well, it is not "our" oil and Americans
should not die for it.
Our oil-consuming western lifestyle is
destroying the earth, and it is our wasteful
society and dependency on oil that has brought
us into a war we should have nothing to do
with.
America is not the international police force.
We have no obligation or right to this status.
Furthermore, our double standards would
not qualify us for such a righteous position.
The Reagan-Bush Administration
encouraged the sale of chemical weapons to
Saddam Hussein eight years ago. At the
time, Bush said nothing about human rights
when Hussein used the weapons on his own
people. America turned its head when
thousands of innocent people were gassed to
death.
The hypocrisy of the US outrage over the
Iraqi invasion is clear in comparison to recent

US invasions of Grenada and Panama.
Yes, the United Nations did condemn Iraq's
aggressive acts against Kuwait; but the UN
has also adopted fully, 11 resolutions
condemning Israeli aggression against Arab
countries. Four more such resolutions were
vetoed by a lone US vote.
While the UScondemns the Iraqi occupation
of Kuwait, the continuing Israeli occupation
of the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Southern
Lebanon, and the Golan Heights goes
unchallenged.
As for the ghosts of the past, this is not 1939,
Iraq is not Nazi Germany, Saddam Hussein
is not Hitler, and George Bush is neither
Chamberlin nor Churchill.
If Hussein is trying to build a nuclear arsenal
there are other ways to stop him rather then
bombing his country, killing thousands of
innocent Iraqi civilians, and possibly
provoking other Arab nations to not only join
Hussein but attack Israel.
Moreover, with thcSovietsoutofthepicture
and the end of the Cold War, America is
faced with an identity crisis and our
"leadership" role in the world is threatened.
Military might no longer qualifies a country
as a superpower. Economic prosperity is the
key for the superpowers of the future. And in
this area, the US is far behind countries like
Germany and Japan who are no longer
dependent upon us for military protection.
This act of militarism is our deplorable
attempt to flex our muscles and grasp the
dubious title as the global military
superpower.
The real way for the US to maintain
superpower status is to increase domestic
investments on science, technology,
education, and trade development Not
military power.
The US response to the Iraqi attack has also
provided a convenient excuse to increase
defense spending, for price gouging by the
oil companies, and the recession.
Operation Desert Shield is protecting and
feeding the egos of a lot of people, but is it in
the best interest of the American public?
I feel we need to take intoconsideration the
history and religion of the Middle East and
we must ask ourselves, why are we there?
All peaceful alternatives need to be depleted
before an offensive strike can even be
considered. The blockade needs time to work,
negotiations need to be increased, and
compromise needs to be considered.
In the words of John Lennon, we need "to
give peace a chance."

No linkage between Israel and Iraq exists
by Jonathan Canedo
Since invading Kuwait, Saddam Hussein
has declared that a link exists between the
Israeli occupation of the Palcstin ian tcrri lories
and the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Many in
the Arab world andquite a few in the US have
supported this claim.
This is unfortunate.
No such linkage exists between these two
issues unless you want to argue that both
situations are contained within the Middle
East.
Whether or not Israel should continue to
hold onto the territories is not the point.
The two conflicts are the result of totally
different chains of events. Hussein invaded
Kuwait since he felt that Kuwait's oil policies

were hurting the amount of revenue that Iraq
was earning.
Israel came into possession of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip only after fighting a
defensive war. A coalition of Arab states had
threatened Israel's very existence, something
Kuwait did not do to Iraq, and Israel's only
recourse was war.
The bottom line is this: Israel had a
compelling reason to take over theterritories
and, once that was done, did more to help the
Palestinians than their Arab brothers ever did
while Iraq has overrun a small, peaceful
nation and is seeking to destroy it.
No linkage exists and to hint that some does
is to do a disservice to the Israelis and the
Kuwaitis.

by Chris Orr
With tensions in the Middle East getting
higher, despite Iraq's release of their human
shields, the question, "Will we go to war?"
seems to be on everyone's minds.
On the home front, things are beginning to
take a turn in a direction I don't care to see.
In recent weeks the number of peace protests
have begun to increase. On the anniversary
of John Lennon's death, thousands of people
across the country gathered and sang,"Give
Peace A Chance."
That's just fine with me. I don't want the
United States to go to war with Iraq and I'm
all for a settlement of the situation by peaceful
means, but we all have to consider that
hostilities area possibility. Especially since
the United Nations Security Council passed
a resolution which gave Hussein until midJanuary to get out of Kuwait.
These peace protesters are demanding that
we bring our troops home immediately and
that our deployment in Saudi Arabia is illegal.
Legality is not an issue here. Bush has acted
in accordance with the War Powers
Resolution of 1973 and if Congress wants to
hold a Special Session to review our
deployment they may, but they'd better do it
before January 15.
In a recent peace rally hereon campus, I was
handed a petition which demanded that we
withdraw our troops and attached all sorts of
emotional rhetoric as to how we could better
spend our money. I respectfully declined.
I wonder what kind of people the crowd in
front of the UC were. Were they the kind
who will listen to both sides of the argument
but still respond to America's call to duty?
Or were they the type who will demonstrate
and burn their Selective Service cards as
soon as someone whispers "draft?"
I may not support all of Bush's policies in
the Middle East and I certainly would like to
avoid actualconflict, but if my country asked
me to fight, I would. It involves my sense of
duty or obligation, I guess. "Sucker!" say the
peaceniks around me.
It would be the least that I could do for the
nation that has given me so much. There are
many things that we, as Americans, take for
granted: freedom of expression, life, liberty,
thepursuit of happinessand all of that. Would

it be asking too much to give a little back?
My father is a unique man. Having served
as an MP in the Korean War he has seen the
death and atrocities associated with war.
Being his son, he doesn't want me to go to a
far away land and beexposed to the things he
has seen. He is constantly warning me that
war is nothing like what you see on "China
Beach"or Platoon. The scenes played outon
the screen are made with fake blood and
limbs. Visit a veteran's hospital and you see
the true results of any war. He definitely
docsn' t want to see me come home in a body
bag.
Yet, he is as red-blooded an American as
anyone I know. He would support me if I had
to go to war. He bristles when people around
him talk about evading thedraft or are against
the United States. "Get the hell out then." he
would say although he really wouldn't mean
it. He just has little patience for people who
will criticize the US and its actions at the
drop of a hat and forget all of the positive
attributes of our nation.
I am going to leave the justifications of our
actions in the Middle East in more qualified
hands than mine, but I just want to urge
people not just to demand the immediate
return of our troops, that is impossible in the
world of Real Polilik. Support your country
and your soldiers even if you disagree with
some or all of the policies. The call has been
made: Don't get involved inanother Vietnam.
I've got a better idea. Let's not spit on our
soldiers when they come home like we did
when they returned from Vietnam.
If it docs come to a fight, things could get
ugly real fast. That is a given in any war but
its the return home that causes the most stress
on any society. We need to provide a better
re-entry and support system for soldiers
coming home. Vietnam provided us with
many valuable lessons about the treatment of
veterans. I hope that wc learned them well.
I could be drafted. I could find myself on a
sand dune facing death. I could die. I don't
want to die. 1 have my own hopes, dreams
and aspirations just like the Iraqi soldier who
may be charging my position, but he will
have responded to his country's call to duty
as will have I.
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Letters to the Editor

Abortion must be the individual's choice

concerning abortion. Until the fetus
is viable, the woman's life is more
I am going into my final semester important. When I say "life," I
here at USD, and this is my first mean to include her happiness and
letter to the VISTA. While I have well-being, not just her ability to
read many articles and opinions with breathe on her own. What is so
which I have disagreed, I have angering to me is Ms. Garcia's
usually aired my complaints to those disregard for the woman in the
within my immediate vicinity.
matter.
I am not in any way trying to
The "Guest Commentary" in the
December 6 issue, however, was suggest that an abortion has no effect
not only contrary to my opinion, but upon a woman. On the contrary, it
extremely offensive to me as well. is probably oneof the mostdifficult
First of all, Ms. Garcia, in referring things a woman could ever have to
to Thomas Jefferson as she does, deal with, both the decision and the
commits the fallacy of appealing to process itself.
However, because of this, it is also
authority.
That makes her
arguments using Jefferson unsound one of the most personal decisions
a woman could ever have to make.
and without a true basis.
She then goes on to speak of "god- It is between her and her husband/
given" rights. Unfortunately, she male and her God, whoever he or
completely disregards the fact that she might be.
Ms. Garcia also fails to mention
many of us do not share her religious
beliefs. Furthermore, since she anything concerning rapeor incest.
seems to base her "morality" on her Forcing a woman to go to term with
religious beliefs, she mistakenly a pregnancy from such a horrible
assumes that we all subscribe to the act could be as life-shattering as an
abortion, but again, it cannot be up
same views.
Ms. Garcia writes the blanket to anyone to choose but the woman.
Finally, let me make it clear that
statement,".. .everyone recognizes
that theeffect of human conception "pro-choice" does not mean prois a human being..." On the abortion. I do not believe that there
contrary, many of us are of the is anyone who likes abortion, as
opinion that until the/e to reaches Ms. Garcia implies. However,even
viability (the ability to exist on its though many of us could never go
own outside the womb), that it is through with an abortion ourselves,
we would not dream of imposing
still part of the woman.
This leads me to my main point
Dear Editor:

our beliefs on the general public.
The most infuriating section of the
article, however, was the end in
which Ms. Garcia stated that she
wished the VISTA would stop
running so many articles on
"homosexuals,
lesbians,
abortionists, liberal sexual
encounters, and the like...", but
would instead run more "articles
about us, the students..."
As much as Ms. Garcia would like
it to be otherwise, those very subjects
which she would rather not come
into contact with are about "us, the
students."
While I certainly agree that Ms.
Garcia has a right to her opinion, I
must insist that she allow others
their same right. Until she accepts
that these things are going on around
her (and Iassure her, they are going
on), she cannot hope to change them.
And until she learns to respect the
differences in others, she cannot
hope to gain other's respect.
I sincerely hope that the VISTA's
treatment of those issues that affect
the student body at USD is not
influenced by Ms. Garcia's article.
Difficult issues such as these need
to be dealt with by the publication,
since its purpose is to serve the
students of the university.
Sincerely,
Karen Eshoo

Peace demonstrators miss the point
Dear Editor:
I was proud today, at the peace
rally, to see my fellow members of
the USD community exercising their
Constitutional right to free speech.
However, I was disappointed to hear
what they were saying.
I was disappointed partly because
I disagree with their narrow view of
the situation and partly because of
their abuse of the media that was
present with their calculated use of
buzz words that connotate images
in people's minds, but do little to
clarify the issues or answer
questions.
The first image is "Vietnam."
Speakers at this rally made the point
that we do not want to get into
another Vietnam. What docs this
really mean? Does it mean we
don' t want to get involved in another
country' s civil war or that we don't
want to get into another war where
the politicians back home don't
support the troops in the field?
The bottom line is that no questions
were answered, but images of
turbulent times in our country were
conjured up, images that are based
on media interpretation and lack
analysis and opinions from all points
of view.
The second image is "oil." These
speakers tried to convey the idea
that the situation in the gulf is based

on oil and only oil. My question is, Church when you speak regardless
did any of these people take the bus if you speak on it's behalf or not.
So, I ask that you do not put the
or ride their bicycle to work today?
weight
of the Catholic Church
If they didn't, they are part of the
fossil fuel problem and are behind your views as you did today.
supporting theindustry they say our You areone member of a very large
community and you do not have the
sons should not be fighting for.
I agree that the United S tales needs right to imply that you are speaking
to search for alternatives to fossil for all Catholics.
To Professor Anderson: Your
fuels, but wereany of these speakers
organizing rallies on campus to comment that war in Iraq will not
drum up support for that issue prior affect any of your (N)ROTC
to the Persian Gulf crisis?
students was thoughtless. I am an
Or is it just a convenient vehicle NROTC student and I may or may
for their personal agendas?
not eventually bedeployed toSaudi
Instead of clarifying issues, Arabia, but like many of my fellow
answering questions, and trying to citizens, I have friends deployed in
bring this country together in being the Persian Gulf. "No man is an
and spirit, backed by one intelligent island unto himself..."
thoughtful policy, they draw lines
I am happy to see the American
with emotional buzz words that democratic process working. I am
create friction between people who glad to see that two hundred years
want the same end, but who hold later my fellow Americans are still
differing views or may be more guaranteed the right to express their
informed on the history and politics views freely.
However, in this age of mass
of the Middle East.
However, these speakers would media, there is more than ever a
have us believe they are the true responsibility tospeak honestly and
guardians of justice and the only to not cloud the facts in rhetoric,
people who want Peace in our world. because many people will be
influenced by your words. I do not
Well, they are misinformed.
Finally, I address two speakers feel that today's speakers came
individually. To Father Pachence: anywhere close to meeting this
I am Catholic and you are Catholic, responsibility.
but you do not represent my views
and you do not speak for me. As a Sincerely,
priest you represent the Catholic Scott Corner

The Vietnam Memorial
continued from page 6
were in Vietnam. Many parents let
their children run wild and disturb
others; many adults talked loudly
without any consideration for
others; many people seemed so
ignorant.
Their ignorance/
irreverence invaded my right to pay
respect to these soldiers.
I was reading a letter to a man left
on the memorial. "You'll never be
forgotten," read the letter. "You
were my father's friend and an
inspiration to all of us."
Unfortunately, though, if we have
no respect for the causualties on the
Wall, the man will be forgotten.
He'll be forgotten because after his
friends die, our generation may not
even care.
I cannot conceive why some people
were not affected by the Wall, why
seeing the thousands and thousands
of names listed didn't shock the
visitors into reflection or prayer.
Why didn't they care?
What frightens me is this: the
same people who are not affected
by the Wall or that do not realize
that war and death are synonymous
are the same people who will not
object to another war until they
themselves are called to fight. In
other words, they will not object
until the war has already begun,

lives are already lost and it is,
frankly, too late.
I didn't recognize any names on
the Vietnam Memorial, but if there
is a memorial for a war we could
have in the Persian Gulf, I will
recognize the names and I won't
have to guess the histories of the
casualties. I'll know. My friends
could be dead, my family, me.
During my recent trip, I was faced
with the realization that I am
ignorant of the hardship of war and
all the suffering that the citizens of
our nation and others ha ve endured.
I can guess, but I do not know. With
the threat of military activity in the
Persian Gulf, I continually hope
that I, along with everyone else,
will not be given the opportunity to
learn these things first hand.
When I studied the Vietnam
Memorial I wondered if people
would care enough about all the
lives lost to learn from our country's
mistakes. War is always war and
people will always die. Are we
willing to sacrifice countless lives
Is anything important
again?
enough to lose so many of our
friends, family, and peers?
Or is someone already designing a
memorial for the Persian Gulf
casualties?

continued from page 6
sufficient foreign knowledge of
what Iraq will bedoing fi vcor ten or
fifteen years from now to justify the
sacrifice of countless lives today,"
said Schlesinger.
"We do not understand the
(Middle East) culture, speak the
language, appreciate the religions,
comprehend their way of life. That
is why, of course, we get so many
things wrong." said Schlesinger.
"Why in the world do you suppose
we have suddenly we got it right
today; right enough to send
thousands of young Americans to
their death?"
The reasons for spi1ling theblood
of the youth of America, are not
because we are "Protectors," or
because Hussein has violent
tendencies, or the threat of Iraq
having a nuclear arsenal. The only
reason the US currently is in the
Middle East is because of oil.
Is the future of America, the lives
of theyoung men and women around
you, worth the inconvenience of
paying a buck or two more on a
gallon of gas? Does the future of

America have an economic value?
It's our duty, as Americans, that
we ponder the following questions.
-As American students, are you
willing to be forced to defend you
life for oil interests such as Exxon?
-Is the money Bush is spending
and the lives that he is willing to
throw away like used tissues worth
expending so we can pay less for
gas?
-When there is a draft, and it
appears college students will not be
given deferments, are you willing
to risk death for the fat wallets of
Texas oil men?
In your next class, stop and realize
that if there is a draft, several of
your peers could be coming home
in body bags. Some of your friends
could come home with severe
mental and physical disabilities.
As students, we can make
educated choices, we don't have to
support the decisions of Bush. We
can protest. We should protest. We
have the right to five and experience
the ideals upon which America was
founded. We have the right not to
die for Exxon.

What price for oil?
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Ordinary books for an Peace advocate disagrees
with
Bush's
foreign
policy
extraordinary cause
by Linda Murray
built. They remain in ashes, in order to
'The natives will be taught from childPunish children whosimply want to leam,
hood to realize that equality with Europe- and as symbols of the hatred and inequalans is not for them." Hendrik Verwoerd,
inherent in the system,
0nly nine million black pupils are enthe "Architect of Apartheid," made this
claim in 1953,and the educational system
rolled in school,and there are five million
more school-aged children who are not
in South Africa has gone a long way toward achieving his goal.
allowed access to any education at all.
The South African government still
Without proper facilities and resources the
spends more than five timesas much money black majority in South Africa will remain
on each white child as it does on each
uneducated and oppressed,
black child. Only one in 10,000 black
The problems facing black South Africans
may scem far 100 overwhelming and
pupils receive a pass which allows them to
ar
100
lar away- They arc not. There is
study at a university. Even now, 80 per^
cent of black schools don't even have
something you can do to help the students
in South Africa' who ^ f'ghting for the
electricity, and they certainly don't have
r'ght to learn. You can directly influence
libraries.
What message does this send to black
positive change in South Africa.
A 131)16 wil1 ^in front of the bookstore,
South Africans? Itisproof to them that the
white government is unwilling to provide from 10am-4pm, during finals week. Any
equal educational opportunity, or any
booksthatwon'tbeboughtbackforahigh
opportunity at all. Educational inequality
price, or at all, can be donated for this
has served as the foundation for discrimicause. The students need textbooks, leisurc books' anything and everything you
nation in South Africa, and has begun an
can
evolution of revolution.
donate. These books will go directly to
The recent widespread school boycotts
create a library for the people of Sibasa,
by black students were meant to protest
South Africa. Imagine... the pages you are
segregation, but in fact have produced an finished
with can bring a black South
entire generation of uneducated South
African student one step closer to freeAfricans. The schools the black students
dom.
burned down, in an effort to make an anti- *Technical information gathered from
Apartheid statement, have not been reThe Christian Science Monitor.

// graphic by Catherine Maule
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by Michael Williams
Amidst all the media coverage, hype, and
talk of war in the Middle East, the public
seemingly has been swept up in a gust of
patriotism as the US apparently comes to
the rescue of another country threatened by
yet another unstable dictator. Many people
believe that serious situations such as this
require well thought-out strategies and con
sideration of all perspectives.
Father Pachence, of the Religious Stud
ies Department, offers one perspective that
could use attention and a more in-depth ex
amination.
As a participant in this week's peace
rally he discussed the US' "flawed" for
eign policy. He reiterated hisview in a later
interview stating,"I am not against anyone
defending themselves if attacked, I am
against President Bush's flawed MiddleEast policies."
He added,"I do not believe Bush has ex
hausted all of the options available to him
to render a peaceful solution. He must
involve Congress more, such as calling in
a Special Session allowing for the people
to voice an opinion."
Other options Pachence pointed out in
clude "...giving theUnited Nations a larger
role, as perhaps arbitrator, and also provid
ing Saddam Hussein with a way out instead
of backing him into a comer."
Fr. Pachence is viewed as an advocate of
peace and some have gone so far as to label
him a "peace-nik." He tends to shy away
from this label, as he said that it has some
derogatory connotations.
"I was in the Peace Corps for two
years...My beliefs are formed by my be
liefs in God. I am not a mover or shaker
when it comes to social issues, but if my
students might get killed becauseof our in-

7514 Mesa College Drive
SAN DIEGO
Mon - Sat 9 am - 7 pm • Sunday by Appointment

USD's Father Ron Pachence speaks out
at a recent peace rally held at the UC.
volvement, I am concerned and don't have a
problem discussing it," he said.
Father Pachence's involvement with this
peace rally comes from a personal commit
ment to promoting life and preserving peace.
He has been a Catholic priest for 16 years and
has been teaching here at USD since 1981.
Father Pachence is heavily involved in
various religious programming and publica
tions media. He is a host on "Sunday Focus,"
a weekly religious program airing every
Sunday morning at 6am on Channel 10, he
has frequent speaking engagements and is
currently editing a high school religion text
book.
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No communication
Get a life with USD's
gaps in this society
Biology Club
by Sheila Kube

The Communication Studies Society, a
relatively newclubon campus, provides
Communication majors and minors with
"an edge in the workplace" as graduation
approaches.
Todd Ferguson, one of the club's presi
dents states, "The purpose of this club is
to increase the marketability of commu
nication s tuden is at US D, espcc ial ly those
with a mass-media emphasis."
The main goal of the Communication
Studies Society is to help individuals
gain contacts and experience with local
organizations and media-related institu
tions, because trying to get a job in a
competitive market such as San Diego
can be very difficult.
Carol Logan, the new advisor for the
club, feels that contacts can play a vital
role for students entering the job market.
She states that "the kinds of contacts stu
dents have with society and outside the
community are important. This club
serves as an outreach designated to help
students know what they can do and
market those skills."
"This club is hoping to enhance one's
contacts by providing interesting guest
speakers from the San Diego area in all
sorts of fields," added Didi Moskopp,
the other club president
Because of the increasing number of
students entering the field of communi
cation and the subsequent competition
for jobs, the club tries to provideas m uch
resourceful information as possible.
Since there are many job opportunities
available to communication majors, the
club focuses on showing what the stu
dents can do with this education.
Dr. Larry Williamson, the head of the
Communications Department, said that
the club will "help strengthen the iden
tity of the communication major and
give guidelines. We want to give stu
dents a mean outside of the classroom by
bringing in people from the outside."
Ferguson and club vice president Tom
Brcitling arc also working to get visits to
major television and radio stations.
Some of the events the club has recently
sponsored on campus were guest speaker
Don Lundce, the producer and program
director of Channel 10 News, and "Proj
ect Watchdog: Reverse Press Confer
ence,"
co-sponsored by USD and the
Society of Professional Journalists.

Communicalion is a rapidly
growing field of study. This
four-year old major is already
the second-most popular
major on campus.
Communication is a rapidly growing
field of study. This four-year old major
has already moved up to be the second
most popular major on campus.
"The major hasn't been on campus
long, but it isbooming,"added Ferguson.
"Dr. Williamson hasspenta lot ofencrgy
locreatethccommunicalion department.
This club is an extension of his efforts.
Since communication is one of the most
popular majors in the country, the club
helps to attract prospective communica
tion students to USD."
Dr. Logan slates, "There are a couple
new avenues 1 would like to explore. For
example, I would like to try to get more
marketing-based jobsand managerial po
sitions infiltrated into the internship pro
gram—not only retail but legal, medical,
and a variety of others."
Thursday, December 6 the club helped
sponsor Career Day that included three
speakers: Dr. Pace spoke on interview
ing, Dr. Perry discussed the Communi
cation internship program, and Barbara
Burke from Career Counseling spoke on
searching fora job. Events of this nature
are geared toward the graduating senior,
and according to theclub's officers, have
been successful. But officers are look
ing for more response from the students.
"This club has only been around for a
little over two years, but we still don't
have the number of people involved that
we would like," said Ferguson. We need
everyone's help to make this work. With
more members come better speakers and
larger programs. Didi, Tom and I, as
well as the other officers are doing our
best to make the club a success. Now we
just want people to lake advantage of it."
More information about the club can be
found in the Communication $tudies De
partment located in Camino. There is
also a mailbox for the club which is
located in Student Organizations, down
stairs in the UC. If anyone would like to
leave a note the club will respond
promptly.

by Tera AHegri
With the end of the fall semester nearing,
USD acknowledges the accomplishments of
the Biology Club.
According to club members, this semester
has been the best yet for the club. Not only
have they grown considerably in number,
but "the enthusiasm has made the projects
and efforts rewarding." Currendy, the club
boasts a membership of around 70 members.
Under the encouragement of the club's
president, Todd Tillmans, much of the work
has been accomplished by committees as
signed to various tasks.
The largest of the committees is the Conser
vation Committee. The members can ac
tively demonstrate their concern for the
environment through programs designed to
further environmental awareness. Through
the Conservation Committee recycling pro
grams have been stressed and fliers have
been distributed throughout campus urging
students to participate.
Additionally, in an attempt to make stu
dents aware of dangerous techniques used in
tuna fishing, the Conservation Committee
set up a video in the UC to show the realities
of the destruction of aquatic life.
In an effort to "keep San Diego beautiful,"
the Conservation Committee organized a
trip to Silver Strand beach in Coronado. In
keeping with club "tradition," they spent a
morning cleaning up the beach and reseeding
it with native plants. The trip was an annual
event.
Another committee is in charge of public
relations. The artistically-inclined members
of theclub are responsible for the advertising
of events and parties, through the creation of
fliers and posters.
And what about parties? Yes, parties. "Bionerds" like to have fun, too. This is precisely
why they have elected a social committee.
This committee's job is to plan and organize
social events, and throughout the semester,
the committee has organized such holiday
bashes as a Halloween party at the beach, and
a Christmas party last weekend.

Dedicated to raising money for the club is
the Fundraising Committee. The club has
raised money for club T-shirts by holding
both a bake sale and a pumpkin sale.
The newest addition to this list of organiza
tions is the Newsletter Committee . This
committee publishes a periodic newsletter
called Biology Quarterly (BQ), and consists
of collection of articles submitted by theclub
members. The newsletter is intended to brief
students who are unable to attend meetings.
It also serves as a forum for sharing thoughts
about biology-related topics.
The last club on the list is the Community
Service Committee, which is only an idea
this semester. Next spring, the group will get
rolling by organizing a number of volunteer
programs. Each club member is required to
donate four hours of his or her time per
semester toward the club. The goal of the
new Community Service Committee will be
to help members realize their options in the
field of volunteering.
Through its committees, the Biology Club
seeks to fulfill most of its goals of reaching
out to the USD community and the needs of
its members. But in addition to all of these
committees, the Biology Club also works to
benefit its members by offering various
academic services.
There is tutoring available on Tuesday and
Thursday nightsfrom 7pm to9pm for all Bio
20, Bio 21, and Genetics students.
Also, club members who have had experi
ence with research projects or internships
will be presenting student seminars on their
topics. In the past, topics have included
findings by students who have participated
in AIDS and genetics research. These
speeches are also intended to let students
know how to get involved and who to contact
it they are interested.
Overall, the Biology Club members are
satisfied that they have not only succeeded in
accomplishing their goals for the semester,
but have succeeded in unifying the students
within the major.
Continued on page 11
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|What would you do if youwere drafted?'
compiled by Christine Thompson

photos by Norman Choi

Pat Foy, Senior-Biology-1 would
buy some sunblock and go for it.

Mike Dale, Sophomore-Political
Science- I'd run up to San Fran
cisco and hide in my roommate Will
Rafferty's basement.
Pictured above: At ease, men!
ROTC members (left to right)
Robert Doling, David Norton,
Marshal Prouty, and USD senior
Vicky Morgan stand by to hear the
speakers at the Peace Rally. At
left: "While the troops are away,
the draft dodgers will play." Posted
by an unknown party on Maher
Hall.

Michael Ruiz, SophomoreBusiness- I would go to
Russia and start smoking
unfiltered cigs.

Jay Treat, FreshmanUndeclared-I'd pack, run out and
catch the Tram to my post.

Brian Balistreri, FreshmanUndeclared- I would definitely go
without hesitation to serve my country
and get rid of the crazy dude.

Mike O'Reilley, SeniorPsychology-I'd go!

The SJSU
Master
of Science in
Accountancy
for the

X'X'X'XvX-X-X-X'X-XvXvX'X-X-X-XvX

Sam Balk, Junior-BiologyShoot my hand.

Non-Business
Majitr

Brad Yim, SophomoreUndeclared-Jwould "blank"

Invest in a
Great Masters

in my pants.

San Jose State University is now offering an
innovative 15-month masters program designed
to prepare non-business degree graduates for a
career in accounting, one of the world's fastestgrowing professions.

Our full-time, day program offers:
> A curriculum building on your undergraduate skills in liberal arts,
social sciences and natural sciences
1

An eight-week paid internship in the office of big Six Accounting Firm

> Hands-on experience combined with energetic classroom instruction,
led by accounting practioner-instructors
1

A dynamic university environment in the heart of the internationally
famous "Silicon Valley"

For Further Information Contact:
San lose State University
School of business
Accounting <Sc Finance Dept.. HT 850
One Washington Square
San .lose, CA 95112-0066

Telephone: (408) 924-3460

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY

Biology Club...
continued from page 10
The B iology Club allows students the chance
to spend time with one another and to be
come acquainted with department faculty.
Students who have majors or minors in biol
ogy are welcome to join this spring.
Slated for next semester is an annual
"Tamarisk eradication trip" to the AnzaBorrego Desert. Tamarisks are trees that are
overtaking the desert because of their rapid
growth and their high water intake. Because
the dangerous plants are lowering the water

table for other desert plants, Biology Club
members remove the trees and apply chemi
cals to kill the roots.
A ski trip is also in the planning stages, and
it's not too late to participate. Any student
wishing to join the club can come to a regu
larly-scheduled meeting. Normally, the
meetings are held bi-weekly on Thursdays at
12:15, and posted notices reveal the meeting
places.
Club President Tillmans appreciates those
who are not "bio-nerds" who support the
Biology Club and the club's efforts.
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A night in LA; a change of pace...
by Linda Gomez
You always know you're gelling close lo the
strip when you hit the curvy road in Beverly
Hills coming off the 405. That is the time lo
roll down the windows and crank the tunes.
Ah Hollywood, the City of Sin.
The night started off as we entered the
Rainbow/Roxy parking lot. Quickly we
headed down Sunset on foot to the Whiskey
A-Go-Go. No sooner had we passed Hot
Locks (a beauty salon), when were we bom
barded by young, hopeful musicians handing
out flyers. Lash at the Whiskey. Children at
Gazzari's. So many bands, so little time.
After paying the $5 cover charge to the
Whiskey, we entered the dark club while the
frontman of St. Thomas sang his heart out. 1
thought "Wow! Fourteen bands for $5. What
a deal!"
I wandered around the club in search o a
familiar face as guys and girls milled about
the club. Everyone looked the same. Leather
jacket, hair spray, and a drink in one hand.
Alas! Who should be spotted, but Jani Lane,
lead singer of the band Warrantand with who
else, but Bobbi Brown, Star Search model
and "Cherry Pie" video queen. Gee! How
typical! Beautiful model docs video. Lead
singer ends up with beautiful model.

The fact that Lane was even there puzzled me
as Warrant is currently opening up for Poison.
(December 30 the tour makes a stop in San
Diego, great way to ring in the new year!) I sat
and pondered why Lane was there whenalong
came CC Deville, the guitarist of Poison. I
came to the conclusion that the tour was on a
break.
After some band whose hair looked like those
trolls on the end of pencils played, we headed
off to the Rainbow in search of a party. C.C
Deville had already occupied a table which in
cluded guests including some WWF wrestler.
Their table was quite loud compared to the rest
of the bar, Deville in particular.
I looked around drinking my Long Island
Iced Tea. For once the Rainbow did not ooze
excitement. In fact, it was downright boring,
but hey it was a Monday night. The only other
recognizable person besides Deville and his
entourage was Derek Davisof Babylon AD He
sat with your typical, Hollywood bimballina
sucking down a few drinks himself.
The night was filled with stars, up in the sky
and down on Sunset as usual. The No Bozo
jam at the Whiskey is definitely worth five
bucks. The only down point to the evening was
getting invited to CC Deville's party, but get
ting lost in the winding roads of the Hollywood
Hills. Oh well, that's life in Hollywood!

LA LipService; for the those who are unique and wild
by Linda Gomez
If you hate when you're out on the town and
spot someone else with the same outfit on,
then step into the '90's and stroll into a
LipService store.
LipService specializes in the rock-n-roll
look. The clothing is designed by Drew Bern
stein who created a form fi lli ng alii re that w i 11
make you the center of attention.
LipService clothing can be seen on many
rock stars, including Axl Rose, who wears a
LipService WAR jacket and Taimc Down (of
Faster Pussycat) who can be seen in various
LipService tees.
One of their newest lines is their crushed
f*#%n' velvet line which includes vests,

dresses, tops, pants and the killer Jimi Hendrix coaL The crushed f*#% velvet line
comes in basic black, red, purple, and an
electrifying blue.
There are no salespeople pestering you,
trying to make theircommission. Just like the
rest of LipService, the dressing rooms are
extremely unique—they are coffins.
LipService has two stores located in the
heart of Hollywood. One is located at 7708
Melrose Avenue and the other is located at
6422 Hollywood Boulevard.Clothes can also
be ordered by calling (213)466-7995. So, be
different, take a chance, and wear the clothes
from hell!

San Diegans and the war
From The Neighborhood
By Jeremy Watson
To think that just a few months ago, the
idea of war as inevitable clearly was not a
topic of discussion. SanDicgan's, Ameri
cans for that matter, remembered what
happen in Vietnam, and did not want a
similar situation to ever happen again.
But now as the Middle East crisis ap
proaches its apex, war may seem the only
plausible alternative. Though not wanted,
and limited in its support, a war in the
Middle East may start as early as January
16,1991.
For the many American soldiers who
have to cross the AtlanticOcean and serve
America on foreign soil, this is not a time
of distress. Though fear is in the back of
their minds, they are there for a purpose;
and willing and able to fight to support our
government's decision, Americans, and
their fellow service men.
However, for San Diegan's, USD stu
dents and faculty, the crisis in the Middle
East raises many questions on the legiti
macy of America'sactions. Though each
person supports the people in our Navy,
Army, Airforce, and Marines,one can not
help but wonder if what we arc doing is
right or if what we are doing is wrong.
Tammy Otero, feels that America has
"to be prepared and take all precautions if

[Iraq] causes war. But war should be the
last possible solution." Another student
states, "It ways heavy on my heart but if
there was a draft, where can I sign?"
One administrator feels there should be
"a peaceful negotiated solution. I pray
that we will hold out for that."
Rcinhart Kochlcr, German by birth and
head oflhc literacy program at USD feels
"We should structure our worldwide
society so that war is not an option any
more. Any one life lost, is one life too
many." He continued, " a lot of people
think that Christ's life and ways are
impossible to duplicate, and because of
this, few people try. But if we try,at least
try, then the impossible may become
reality."
A famous philosopher once said "it is
far easier to have someone hate you than
it is to have someone like you. But too
many times we are satisfied with having
enemies, and spend little time making
friends."
The war in the Middle East is not about
friends and enemies, it isabout a forceful
takeover of an independent sovereign
country. The United States, one of the
strongest nations in the multipolar inter
national system, has taken the initiative
to try to stop this violent takeover. But
force has its limitations, basically the
death of many, and one might have to
hold out for peace, if it is possible.

The Vista wishes you a
great holiday season!
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the basic truth "
a column by
Jenn Messina

Listening to various people speak about
the Middle East crisis has real ly made me
feel that unless we explore all options
available, we, as a country, should not
jump into a war that may tum into a catas
trophe.
It seems as though the basisof the whole
war defines exactly what society has turned
into—a greedy and money hungry people
that are willing to sacrifice each other to
assure financial stability.
I can understand that oil is precious, and
we need it, but shouldn't there be other
ways of obtaining it? Do people need to
die, or lose loved ones to see how worth
less money really is? People are worth
more than that.
It scares me to think that we will need to
experience so much pain before our eyes
will beopened to the truth of the matter—
it just isn't worth it.
This war is like a person who continu
ously lays out in the sun in order to en
hance their beauty. One day, somewhere
down the road, spots appear on their skin.
They are infected with skin cancer. How
ironic that in trying to "look" beautiful,
this person has destroyed his/her exterior.
Then, they stop baking in the sun—until
the pain affects you directly, sometimes
the reality of it all is unclear.
People often have to suffer before they
become aware of what's going on in the
world around them. Let's not wait until

hundreds of thousands of people, human
beings of all kinds, have to die before we
see the true value of life.
Life does not have a price tag. If we were
fighting for our land I would be out on the
field. If we were fighting for our freedom,
I would be out on the field. But we are not
fighting for our land or our freedom. We
are fighting for oil. A black, thick staining
substance. Society's principles should not
lie in oil. Society's principles should lie in
the promotion of a better standard of liv
ing —for all people. That is the true value
of life.
Today, I have to say goodbye. I hope that
1 have given those that read my column
some sort of insight. Some may not agree
with my beliefs, and others may agree
with vehemence. My purpose was tomake
people think—especially about topics that
arc often put in the closet.
As with all things in life, the choice to act
is up to theactor. All I can do is show you
that there is a way to make waves. All
people have the ability to make a differ
ence. And I believe that one person can
change the world. The power of the mind
is wonderful if it is used for the right
reasons. Speak your mind and do the right
thing.
Goodbye, I am moving up north next se
mester and I would like to say one more
thing, always remember that your abilities
can only reach their potential if you could
just realize them. Thank you.

Activity increases at SD Peace Center;
"bring our men and women home"

A whole new Waterfront Cafe
by Sandy Ciampa
At The Waterfront Cafe and Club you can
experience a unique blending of the senses.
The restaurant, located on Harbor Island in
San Diego, reopened on Oct. 4 after extensive
remodeling and a $6 million renovation and
expansion of the adjacent Travelodge Hotel.
It is a convenient place to eat for travelers
staying in the lodge, but the restaurant docs
not want to rely on hotel guests as clientele,
according to Jack Berkman of B&D Market
ing Communications. Berkman has set a goal
to attract customers from all over San Diego
by focusing on quality food and friendly
service.
The menu offers a variety of specialties.
The format breaks down into "Appctcascrs,"
"Scintillating Salads,""Pastabilities" (Pasta),
"Breadside Manners" (Sandwiches), "Main
Events" (Steak and Seafood), and "Sinful
Sensations" (You guessed it—dessert!).
My critique partner could not resistordering
from the Main Events especially after notic
ing the title "It's a Cut-Let Above," describ
ing the award-winning lamb cutlets, stuffed
with mozzarella cheese, prosciutto, mush
rooms, and onions baked in sherry. Dipped in

the mint jelly, we found the lamb very tasty. It
is complemented by new potatoes, corn on the
cob, and freshly baked rolls. The price is
$17.95.
We also tried "California Dreaming" from
the Scintillating Salads. The honeydew, pine
apple, strawberries, watermelon, and yogurt
that make up the salad tasted average. The
price is $5.95.
The appearance seemed to be the most attrac
tive aspect of the restaurant A beautiful view
of the harbor could be seen from our table
situated next to large, white, french-style
windows. The classic fabrics and decor, Ital
ian murals add to the warmth conveyed by a
pleasant hostess. Bordering the dining room,
the fish swimming in the giant salt water
aquariums bring part of the seascape into the
restaurant.
Among the other eye-catching features on
the menu are "Juan Heck of a Salad,""Totally
Confused," "Star Shrimps Enterprise," and
"Fatal Attractions."
For those who would like to try The Water
front Cafe and Club, the address is 1960 Har
bor Island Drive and the phone number is 2916700.
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Pictured above is the Channel 10 news staff when they appeared at USD in front of
the UC on Monday.

by Christine Thompson
With the heightened tensions in the Middle Response Demonstration theday after shoot
East, the Peace Resource Center of San Di ing starts, 4pm, at the Federal Building, 880
ego has increased its activities and a Coali Front St. The flyer about theevent states that
tion for Peace in the Middle East (CPME) has if a military draft is requested at the time war
formed with the goal to stop war before it breaks out, the demonstration will be moved
begins and to bring our men and women to the Military Entrance Processing Station,
5lh street near Elm.
home.
"Speak Out for Peace in the Middle East,"
The Peace Resource Center of San Diego,
5717 Lindo Paseo, offers information and will take place Dec. 15, 12 pm, at the St.
education about peace resources, issues and Patrick's Church Parish Hall, 3821 Adams,
activities around the San Diego area. They Carlsbad, according to the activity sponsor,
advertise for community peace and social North County Community for Peace in the
justice events through their monthly calen Middle East, 633-1217.
Ongoing activities through the Peace Re
dar, free with membership.
One of the groups that is organizing along source Center include a weekly vigil every
with the campaign for peace in the Middle Sunday, 1pm at the Lily Pond in Balboa Park.
East is the Universities Against War, with on- The Coalition for Peace in the Middle East
meets every other Monday, 7pm at the Henry
campus demonstrations.
Such a demonstration took place Monday, George Center, 2240 Morley St.
The Peace Resource Center encourages
Dec. 10 in frontofthe University Center. The
group is based at USD and for information everyone to continue a flow of letters and
phone calls to "elected representatives and
contact Robert Simmons at X4378.
Monday, January 14, the eve of the United other decision makers protesting Operation
Nations January deadline, CPME will be Desert Shield." Address and phone number
holding a large Peace Demonstration/Vigil. information is available through the Peace
Details about the place and time have not yet Resource Center.
For information on these and any San Diego
been determined but will be released closer to
Peace
activities contact Peace Resources
the event.
Center
of San Diego at 265-0730.
If war breaks out there will be an Emergency

Channel 10 and the Middle East crisis
by Michael Williams
The network television media has his
torically been accused of reporting vul
gar, often times slanderous, or the dark
side of human nature news. Many news
casts find it difficult to stray from politi
cal scandals, murders, and other such
real-life dramas.
In light of the current Middle East situ
ation, a local news station is concentrat
ing its efforts and air time on presenting
the crisis with a more personal angle.
Channel 10 has devoted many hours of
their program reinforc ing "our boys in the
desert" that their families in San Diego
are behind theirefforts and miss them, ac
cording to Asst. News Director Bill Gray.
Gray added,"We structure our newscast
keeping the human interest in mind, espe
cially with so many San Diego families
involved."
One example of Channel 10's sensitiv

ity to serving its viewers, was the half-hour
program it sponsored every week during
August, "Postcards from Home." This al
lowed families in San Diego to send video
taped messages to loved ones in Kuwait.
Gray stated that the military has been very
accommodating in allowing such media
coverage and has begun to realize its im
portance in receiving public approval and
support.
"The government has been up front with
the media, unlike during otherpcriods such
as Vicuiam, and in this way television can
positively aid in influencing public opin
ion and rallying support," Gray said.
"Our primary goals during situations as
this...[Middle East crisis].,.are to unite fami
lies, report critically all sides of the issues
and avoid disclosing information involv
ing national security," Gray concluded.
In short, Channel 10 deserves a hand for
their efforts in making a unfortunate and
sensitive situation a bit more bearable.
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Murphy's Gulf analysis
by Murphy Canter
The war in the Persian Gulf is like...
Sex (from a female perspective). You
A weekend in Las Vegas. It's hot and
want to, really badly, even though you
dry, you might win,but chances are you'11
know you shouldn't and your reputation
lose and the best you can hope for is todie
may be at stake and everyone is scream
or end up with some funk-nasty disease.
ing at you not to, but you haven't in so
Nah!! Too obvious!
long and you really want to get this guy!
Cleaning up after the pet messes the rug.
Offended? Just wait!
It smells bad, it's a tricky operation, you
A friday night in Tijuana. Almost no one
need the right tools for the job, and eve goes totally willingly, you're guaranteed
ryone calls the big brother because they
to do things you don' t normally do in your
don't want the responsibility. See the
own country, the general feeling is confu
connection?
sion and panic, and getting home is al
A long night of drinking. It seems like a
ways harder than getting there. Don't
good idea before you do it, but in the end
worry, just a few more.
you wind up with a killer headache, no
A dicL There's initial optimism that an
money left, a skid mark for a tongue, and
embargo of food will do the trick, but
a hollow resolution not to ever do that
when that doesn't work, and several hos
again. Not bad, but there's more.
tile resolutions arc sounded, instead of
Flatulating. It's embarassing, everyone doing the right thing and talking itout, the
condems you even though they do it to, fat person throws on the fatigues and
it's offensive to the senses (in some cases sweats in a foreign place. "The gym", for
even deadly), and depending on how bad
all youpcopicasking,"Whatthehellishe
it is it can leave an indelible mark. No
talking about?"
comment necessary.
An ugly person who has a crush on you.
Sex (from a male perspective). The ob
You try to ignore, evade, and forget the
jectives are clear, much money, time, and
situation, but the more you do that the
effort have gone into the operation, but
worse it gets and in Ihccnd,after sweating
you keepstalling because you're not sure out complicated communications and
you've got the manpower to handle the
speaking volumes that say nothing, eve
job.
rybody ends up hurting.
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You know, I think
I can actually see
her gaining weight
from here...

Top Seven Things Not to
Tell Your Parents About
Over Christmas Break:
1. Hey mom, I lost my virginity...
to a Democrat.
2. The time you woke up
bucknaked in Tecolote Canyon.
3. Dancing on tables in TJ at 4
am on Wednesday, during finals
week.
4. The Bambi Club has a plaque
with your name on it hanging in
the bathroom.
5. Your frat brothers call you
"Top Gun" because you can
projectile vomit with astounding
accuracy up to fourteen yards.
6.
They
grandparents.

were

almost

7. The classes aren't all that
hard, you just never study.

This silly Iraqi
thing: a satire
by Scott Petri
Naturally I was shocked at the grave
Last week, I called George Bush about this
implications that lie ahead for USDstudents.
silly Iraqi thing. He has been concerned
Up until now, I thought that thispesky waron
about it for quite some time.
This Iraqi thing even has his personal life drugs was the biggest problem on campus.
I mean it is virtually impossible to get drugs
screwed up, not to mention his chances for
on campus anymore! Talk about a social
re-election.
problem! I haven't been eating well since I
George hasn't gotten a ringer playing
horseshoes in over two months now. Barb left Humbolt.
However, that isn't the end of this silly Iraqi
just isn't as frisky on Sunday nights, and
thing.
Millie has surged ahead of him in US
Yolanda Abdul Victoria-Jackson from the
popularity polls, (the President's dog, not
Vanilli's sister)
Black Student Union, militantly screamed in
I decided to poll key opinion leaders here at my ear, "The US volunteer armed forces are
USD to find out exactly how this silly Iraqi
rife with class and racial inequalities, because
thing has affected their lives.
the soldiers in the army are drawn from the
least influential segments of society!"
I also wanted to find out what they think
should bedone about it As you can imagine,
She continued her loud ranting as I tried to
their answers were quite thought provoking. get away. "Let'sdraft some rich whitefolks!
"I can't believe, like, how expensive gas is They're the ones driving the big cars. How
now." cried Alpha Phi Do sorority sister, about these yuppies with their Beemers and
Porsche Lynn-Marianne Buffums. "Like, Coronas? I bet they'd look good in khaki,
my father really yelled at me for, like, filling
sweating like capitalist pigs."
up the Mustang too many times last month.
"Oh! That's just what a minority member
Like, I can help it if that stupid convertible
would say," said Stigma Wee frat president,
only gets 8 miles to the gallon."
Dick McJohnson. "Why my father is going
One USD Business student was kind enough
to get me into the National Guard when
to give me his macro-economic analysis. He
there's a general conscription."
said "Most people don't realize the effect this
"Besides, how can I perpetuate the
oil crisis is having on Mexico. If they can
institutional izedcorporatediscrimination that
keep selling oil at $40 per barrel soon they'11
has kept my family in business since the
generate enough revenue to get their sagging Civil War if I have to go over there and fight
economy back into shape, the value of the
with poor people???"
peso will go up and drinks will get more
"It's not that I'm afraid to be patriotic, but I
expensive in Tijuana. That'll suck!"
couldn't go to the MiddleEast, because they
"Even worse," added Richard Langston
wouldn't let me bring my Playboys."
Thurston Howell III, a spokesman for USD's
"Trying to get a perfectly fair draft would
business fraternity,"those little pre-schoolers
be like trying to get a perfectly fair tax
that sell chiclets in the street will actually be system," said JL Dork, former assistant
in school, learning, instead of working to secretary of defense for manpower in the
build character."
Reagan administration.
"How will I keep my breath fresh when I'm
The same Dork also said, "Since the
staggering home from TJ now?"
Democrats made us give those welfare
"I'd go over there and kick his (Hussein's) deadbeats our hard-earned tax dollars, you
butt!" said one unidentified cheerleader.
can bet we're going to send their children to
"And if that didn't work, I'd sit on him until the Gulf first!"
he gave those nice, royal folks in Kuwait
Well, kids, as you can tell, this silly Iraqi
back their palaces."
thing is pretty confusing.
"Would drink prices really go up in TJ?" Why I've forgotten all aboutthe S & L Crisis,
she asked. "I can't afford to buy drinks in
AIDS, and the federal deficit
America, I'm on scholarship. Besides I'm
If only George can get his horseshoe game
not even 21 yet!"
back into shape, maybe he can lick this silly
"I can't wait to go." said Buck Rogers, a Iraqi thing and go back to saying no to
USD NROTC student "I hope they send me insignificant things like taxes.
to Iran (sic.) before I have to take my
PS: I'm still kind of ticked about this war on
Navigation final."
drugs though!
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Warren & Ed
I CANT BELIEVE YOU
GET A QUI. AT .08mr$ LIKE1M0EE&S
HOW'RE W 5UPP05EP
110 GET ANYWHERE???

MOST PEOPLE DON'T
SIT AROUND AND
DRINK ALL PAY...

/

YOU SEE-ITS A CLEAR
CASE OF DISCRIM
INATION AGAINST A
MINORITY GROUP/

\

IF YOU WANT I CAN
START DRIVING- YOU
AROUND FOR ONLY
TEN BUCKS AN HOUR...
Y^/
r(f\

'YOU'RE DRIVING
ME CRAlY
NOW FOR.
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EDITOR'S
NOTE:

Recently, in what may prove to be the turning point in the Middle East Crisis, the United States Army agreed to allow USD's own
Hostile Man to join the 2nd Armored Division as a tank commander. Pictured here in training at Fort Hood, Texas, Hostile Man was
said to have picked up his new skills quickly. The only setback to his immediate deployment was an "accident" in which he blew up
four other tanks and the trainees that manned them. "So what???" demanded Hostile Man when asked about the mishap. "It just
shows I'm ready to go over there and do my job."

Savage raccoons: fear on campus
by Jonathan Canedo
The other day I was attacked by a marauding
band of raccoons. Well—maybenotattacked,
but I was seriously menaced. One of the
large beasts, the size of a small pony, even
charged me.
It happened one quiet Monday evening. I
had been sitting in the newspaper office
working on an assignment when, around ten,
I finally decided to call it an night. The
weather had turned chilly, and there was a
brisk breeze making the night seem even
colder.
Wearing only sandals, shorts, and a T-shirt,
not exactly dressed for the conditions, I left
through the backdoor of the UC. I thought I
could make the walk to my room in the
Valley quickly, since it was so cold.
I thought wrong.
I made it across the small parking lot to the
bicycleracks. It was then thatl saw him. Just
the one, the one that would later charge.
Though I was not particularly worried by just
one raccoon, I put my backpack over both
shoulders and my fingers
gripped the
styrofoam cup which housed my only
weapon: a sixteen ounce Coke. Just in case
there was trouble.
As I slowly advanced the raccoon slowly
backed up, keeping his eyes on me. I was
halfway across the street, right across from
the stairs which lead to the pathway into the
Valley, when hesuddenly turned tail and ran.
I smugly thoughtperhaps he had been scared
off, probably fleeing back to some holein the
canyon, shaking in fear at my relentless
advance towards him.
That wasn't it
He evidently was only a scout. At the
bottom of the four steps, lying in wait, were
three more of the enemy. He had only run to
them, probably to report. They quickly
formulated their strategy.
By now, I was standing on the curb, less
than five feet from the stairs and ten from the
vicious squad of 'coons.
I had a vague feeling of unease, I felt that I

may have overstepped my bounds and could
now be drawn into a horrible knock-down,
drag out struggle with these four furry
incarnations of evil.
They began to slowly walk towards me,
every step or so the one in the middle,
evidently the leader, would stand up and
carefully check the situation. Then they all
leaned in towardeach other, conferring before
continuing. They were taking no chances.
Neither was I. I stepped backwards, off the
curb and put up my left arm, trying to signal
that I meant no harm.
Then it happened. The first raccoon began
to move faster, then broke into a gallop. The
others were hanging back. There was no
time to think, only react.
I could visualize the raccoon leaping at me,
going for the jugular, blood everywhere
(mostly mine). I dropped toa crouch, prepared
to meet his charge. When he was only a yard
from me, I made my move. I threw half my
coke at him, hitting him square in the face.
But he continued his valiant charge. I was
going to die, I knew that. I could already see
the headlines in the VISTA, "Staff member
found mangled outside UC Grille."
Then, at the last moment, he swerved,
heading towards Maher Hall and shaking his
head. Apparently, my last ditch defense
(throwing the Coke) had worked.
Clearly disoriented and wet, the raccoon
fled the field of battle. I felt light-headed,
exhilarated. Heartily, I laughed. Ha ha ha!!
I glanced at theother three beasts, I saw fear
intheireyes. Butthey werenotcowed. Their
leader stood up again, they conferred once
more, then they started up the stairs.
I looked at my Coke, it was almost gone. If
they all charged, the same ploy would not
work again. My exhilaration quickly was
replaced by a weariness. I was beaten. All I
could do now was ensure that I was not
overrun as I withdrew.
I began to slowly back to the bicycle racks,
keeping my Coke in front. After all, they
didn't now the Coke was nearly empty.

Perhaps, I thought to myself, they will keep
their distance if they fear I have more Coke.
At least, that was my hope.
When they reached the top of the stairs, they
fanned out. This was it, I was not dealing
with a dumb brute, but a forest MacArthur. I
was witnessing a classic double pincer
movement, designed to hit both flanks while
keeping pressure on the center. It was clear
that they had done something like this before.
I had evidently met my match. But then
fortune smiled. The raccoon flanking around
my left suddenly charged off into the Grille
courtyard.
Was it a final move to cut off my retreat? Or
had something on their side gone seriously
wrong? I needed to know. The lead raccoon
seemed unconcerned, but the other one
flanking my right moved closer to thecenter.
Something was wrong. He looked nervous.
They had slowed their advance, no longer as
confident. By now I had moved across the
parking lot I saw my chance, before they
regained they confidence.
Move quickly to the right, escape the
flanking attack and make my way to the
stairs by Bishop Buddy's statue. They could
never follow such a brilliant counter-move,
or so I thought
They couldn't They charged as best they
could as I moved, but I was too quick and the
sudden thrust to the side had them badly
shaken.
I knew they were thinking "what had gone
wrong?" They held the field of battle, but at
what cost and to what avail? The foolish
charge early on I had beaten off and the battle
of movement had proved inconclusive.
I was too cold and emotionally drained to
care. I reached the safety of Bishop Buddy
and, a few minutes later, made it to my room.
I closed and locked the door — no reason to
take chances.
Finally, I slumped down in my chair. It was
over. Had I won? Or had I? Forced from the
field, I am plagued with one bitter thought:
could I have taken them?

Alert readers will notice that in a fit
of Christmas generosity, we at OFF
BEAT have offered up two, fun-filled,
incredibly humorous pages to enter
tain you students.
Please notice not one, but two, up
roariously funny top sevens designed
to titillate the libido and tickle the
funnybone. No need to thank us. It's
Christmas and we're givers.
Alas, it is with a heavy heart that we
announce this will be the last OFF
BEAT page available to the general
public, EVER.
Next semester, we at OFF-BEAT
will be scrambling our page to pre
vent OFF-BEAT pirates from repeat
ing our jokes on campus.
For a modest $19.95 per semester,
you too will recieve special OFF
BEAT decoder glasses.
Share them with your friends, we
don'tcare. Weonly wantsomeoneto
pay us. Anyone.
We're even willing to take bribes
from cheerleaders. Foramere$19.95,
we won' t makeany moreheavy jokes,
even if they quit going to Jenny Craig.

HOST/{.€ MAN'S
SEVEN:
Off-Beat's Top Seven
Christmas Wish List:
1. Saddam Hussein inflatable
doll.
2. Bring the lids and straws back
to the grille and phase out food
to help the environment.
3. Security officers go back to
sitting in their trucks and getting
fat.
4. Scott Petri—Fatally injured
in a traumatic bathtub accident.
5.
George Bush revises
campaign promise to "Lot's of
new taxes"especially on the poor
and underprivileged.
6. Jenn Messina feeds all the
homeless, then loses her will to
live.
7. Campus blood alcohol level
surges to .15
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Billy, Dusty, and Frank Recycle the Sports Arena
ZZ Top Rocks San Diego
by Todd Ferguson
Outside the Sports Arena you could sec the
tour buses lined up. One of them had an
elaborate painting of two guitars, hooked
together and cruising down train tracks.
In big letters it said GUITARTOWN on the
back of the bus, and from the sounds of those
bad boys from Texas inside, you could tell
that Guitartown was San Diego.
ZZ TOP came to town last Monday as a stop
on the Recycler tour. Backed by a stage
modeled after a junk yard, including two
huge piles of crushed cars, the band rocked
through about 20 of their Texas fried rock 'n'
roll kickers.
Fabulous lights and huge lasers updated the
show for these bearded ones as they went
through their old favoritesand tried out some
new tunes, like the recently popular "Con
crete and Steel." Opening song "Planet of
Women" set the mood for the show, as lasers
later animated naked women dancing and

showing off their bodies.
During one part of the show, women clad in
half shirts, tight cut-offs, and hard hats came
on stage to pick up trash and put it into the
simulated recycler.
The highlight of the show occured after
1983's "UnderPressure." Through fog, eratic
lights and annoying music, all three mem
bers of the band were "recycled." Each of
them got picked up by a crane and dropped
into a dumpster.
Five minutes later they broke out of the
dumpster and wheeled around in their own
personal pieces of junk.
Comeback album Eliminator provided
"Legs" and "Sharp Dressed Man," the most
popular songs of the evening, while classic
party songs such as 'Tube Snake Boogie"
and "Tush" ended the show as a reminder of
their crazy musical past
Though the guys donned the most stylish of
suits throughout the show, it's clear that on
the inside, even after seventeen years in the
business, these guys are still some of the
wildest, boot stompin', good-time lovin'
rockers in all of music.

Sand "snowmen," metal The spirit of Dickens
trees, and care packages is alive in San Diego
Christmas in the Middle East
by Kyla Duckworth
The popular song goes "I'll be home for
Christmas...," but some 250,000 US troops
will be spending the holidays in Saudia
Arabia. What is it like to be so far away from
family and friends, during this most impor
tant time of year? Whatarc our brave patriots
doing over there?
Fortunately, contact with soldiers in the
Middle East has been excellent. Each day,
since the deployment of troops began, thou
sands of cards and letters have been sent to
the soldiers. Many people who do not even
know any of the troops are writing often to
boost morale and inform them about what is
going on at home.
Along with the letters, care packages arrive
by the hundreds on a daily basis. Care
package items range from gum and candy to
sunglasses and tube socks.
It may appear right now thatour servicemen
are just "sitting back wailing for something
to happen." On the contrary, corrcspondanls
in the Gulf tell us that the men arc constantly
training in the desert, actively preparing for
and simulating an enemy attack. As the old
saying goes, "All work and no play makes

Jack a dull boy." So what are they doing in
their "spare time?"
Well, desert football games, letter writing,
listening to music and talking on the phone to
loved ones (when possible) dominates much
of their time. However, recently our troops
have been receiving live entertainment.
Sources say that Jay Leno from the "To
night Show" recently visited Saudia Arabia,
entertaining our homesick soldiers and giv
ing them hope for returning to their loved
ones soon. There have been rumors that
Christina Applegate from the poular TV sit
com "Married With Children" and Brooke
Shields will also be venturing over to the
Gulf.
In the past week there has been some talk
about sending cruise ships over to our troops.
The ships would provide all sorts of enter
tainment and allow the men to relax for a
couple of days.
Hopefully, this idea will soon materialize
and the defenders of our country will receive
a well-deserved break. The troops in Saudia
Arabia thank the US for supporting them
through their long ordeal. They hope that
everyone will continue to send letters, cards
and care packages as, right now, this is their
only link to home.

by Jeff Fluharty
The San Diego Repertory Theatre is pre
senting a heart warming, socially aware
contemporary version of Charles Dickens'
holiday classic, 4 Christmas Carol, at the
Lyceum Stage.
This interpretation of Dicken's play has a
90's twist to it with a culturally diverse
cast and theme. It addresses the homeless
issue and the timeless problems that I ic be
tween classes.
The play challenges it's audience and defi
nitely makes one think. Director Waller
Schoen is very successful in bringing not
only a message, but the ChrisUnas spirit to
San Diego.
"The setting captures the soul of Dickens'

tale, crossing all boundaries and engaging
everyone. Our production reflects a com
munity of cultural diversity that, despite
adversities, lives on in joy, faith and hope,"
says Schoen.
Dickens would definitely be proud of
Repertory Theartre's adapted version of his
noval.
Performances for A Christmas Carol run
Tuesday through Friday at 8pm, Saturdays
at 2pm and 7pm. Tickets are $15-25, de
pending on theday and timeof the perform
ance.
For ticket reservations and information,
please call the REP Box Office at 2358025.

SELECT
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING

688-1865

Chris Darncastle - Owner/Operator
J4.ll AVork guaranteed.

C Save $50 A
Up to 5 Rooms
And Hallway
$99 With Coupon
Up to 800 Square Feet
^Offer Expires 1/15/91 ^

35 % OFF Upholstery Cleaning^ C Save $25 A

JKF Present

Sofa (up to 6 ft.)
Love Seat

Now
Now

$55
$39

Haitian Cotton or Cotton Velvet Slightly Higher

with REM, U2, and Tom Petty
live at the Sports Arena Dec. 13
ticket information contact Tim at 488-4267

We specialize in Oriental Rugs
And Fine Fabrics.
l^Call For Estimate * Offer expires 1/15/91/

J

Any 2 rooms
Plus Hallway
$39 With Coupon |
Up to 300 square feet
^offerexpires 1/15/91 y
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Winning streak halted by Hoosiers

Bo Knows
Boxing
by Bo Rothwell

by Brain Brokowski
Pop-artist Andy Warhol once said that
everybody is famous for fifteen minutes.
It's too bad for the Toreros he didn't say
forty. Thirteen minutes into the first half of
last Saturday'slndianaClassic championship
game before 16,746 IU fans, USD (5-2) led
Indiana 27-23.
Yes, the Hoosiers, ranked seventh in the
nation, owners of five national championships
and 19 consecutive post season tournament
appearances, were losing to a school whose
total enrollment tripled wouldn't fill up
Assembly Hall.
But the clock would strike midnight for the
Toreros. Over a span of four minutes the
Hoosiers went on a 15-0 run, nine of which
came from sophomore phenomenon Calbcrt
Cheaney, and opened up a lead they would
never relinquish.
USD trailed 44-31 at the half and was
never able to recover, losing 91-64. The
Hoosiers are the highest ranked opponent
USD has ever played.
"We moved the ball around well," said
Wayman Strickland, referring to the team's
success early on,"We pushed the ball up the
court well and we were able to move it inside,
but they started switching up the defense and
that made it really tough."
Pat Holbert led theToreros with 27 points,
tying hiscareer high,but USD did not get the
balanced scoring which had become their
trademark through the first five games.
Anthony Thomas entered the game with
a 15.6 scoring average, but was held to just
two first half points, seven for the game.
Dondi Bell was held to five, with both
Wayman Strickland and Kelvin Woods
adding just six.
TheToreros were outmatched underneath
as a result of Bell's foul trouble. Bell picked
up his third foul with eight minutes left in the
first half and sat out until the second half.
Bell picked up his fourth foul one minute
into the second half, and fouled out at the 13
minute mark. The Hoosiers oulscorcd USD
underneath 54-28 and held a 30-18 defensive
rebounding advantage.
USD reached the final game by defeating
North Carolina-Wilmington 75-51 on Friday,
Dec. 7. The Toreros came out slowly, down
10-2 with 13:26left in the first half, but went
on a dizzying run over the next 23 minutes,
outscoring theSeahawks (3-3) 50-8. Holbert
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West Coast Conference Player of the Week Pat Holbert (#50) keeps the ball beyond
the reach of a San Jose State University player. USD went 2-2 after defeating SJSU.
led the way with 19, Thomas had 12,
Strickland 11 and Reed Watson 10.
The Toreros flew from Indiana to Los
Angeles to play UC Santa Barbara on Monday
night, a formidable opponent with a 21-9
record last season along with three
consecutive NCAA Tournament births.
The Toreros kept the game close,
overcoming the effects of a long trip and the
fact UCSB had a week to prepare for the
game. The Toreros led 51-50 with nine
minutes to play, but the Gauchos proved too

Kelly's Pub

tough down the stretch and won the game 7263.
"We played really well. We missed some
shots towards the end that we usually hit and
missed some free throws. If we hit some of
the shots we normally do we wou Id ha vc won
the game. It's a shame anyone had to lose,"
said Strickland.
The Toreros' road swing will continue
tomorrow when they visit Cal Slate
Northridge. They will begin conference play
on Saturday, Jan. 5 at Santa Clara.

% USD swimming sets

Old Town
Liue Music Tuesday thru Sunday
Classic Rock & Blues
Monday Night Football - $1 pints Bud & Lite
Sunday Nights - 8-12 - Irish Nights
Pat Hamilton sings Irish fauorites
Guiness, Bass, & Harp on draft
A 2 2 2 2 S a n D , e g o f l u e - ( I r i s h Fish & C
hios
Lmps
I n p r i c e b u r g e r s S o u t h o f o l d T o w n flue. m s n
Thursdays
'

new school records
by Brian Brokowski
Two new team records highlighted the
USD women'sswimming team's ninth place
finish at the US Grand Prix swim meet at the
BelmontPlazaPool in Long Beach, California
this past weekend. The Toreras' 46 point
total fell well short of the 1,249.5 points put
up by UC Berkeley, the meet champions.
The 800 yard freestyle relay team of junior
Mary Bergen,sophomore Susan Torrey, and
freshmen Molly McGlennen and Tracey
Schweiger broke the 1982 record of 8:20.00
with a time of 8:14.19. Bergen was named
last year's most valuable swimmer.
The Toreras' strength this year in the
Continued on page 19

I know it's a bit early, but I wanted to
share my thoughts on the HolyfieldForcman fight.
In April, these two fighters will pit
their vasdy different styles against each
other for the heavyweight title. It's
almost a given that the winner will face
MikeTysoninhisnextbouL What'snot
a given, in my opinion, is who will win
the classic matchup between Holyfield
and Foreman.
It will be the perfectclash of contrasting
styles.
Holyfield's youth against
Foreman's 43 years. The quickness of
the champion opposes the former
champion's brute strength. Foreman's
years of savvy testing Holyfield's
instincts.
Your average sports fan would probably
give the match to Holyfield. After all,
Foreman is old and overweight, while
Holyfield is young and cut. However,
think about the matchup a minute.
Sure, Foreman is old. But, who cares?
If you have watched any of his recent
matches you would come to the
conclusion that age is unimportant to
this man.
He doesn't rely on hisability to run his
opponent down. In fact, I haven't seen
him move any faster than aPhil Niekro
fastball. He just waits for his opponents
to come to him.
So, you might ask, what about the
twelve extra chickens he carries in his
stomach? I think they work to his
advantage. The extra weight gives him
more power and protects his internal
organs from opponents jabs.
For those of you who haven't seen
Foreman fight since his comeback, let
me give you a brief description of a
typical Foreman "fight."
As Foreman lumbers into ring, he
docsn'tcvcn seem to realize where he is.
He appears unconcerned at the
possibility that some twenty-year-old
m ightdestroy him in the span of a couple
of minutes.
The first bell rings and Foreman strolls
over to his opponent. Foreman is smiling
(when isn't he?) as the unfortunate
challenger connects his best punches
with Foreman's face. The smile never
leaves his face.
Sometimes it's the first round,
sometimes it's the second or third,but at
some point Foreman lands a punch that
would uproot a 200 year old redwood
tree.
His opponent stunned (or,
sometimes,comatose),Foreman'ssmile
becomes larger than you would think
possible. He moves in for the kill.
It is quick and, one hopes, painless.
One, two, possibly three hard shots and
the fat lady sings (unfortunately,
Foreman's opponent can't hear the
music).
I know, you think I am describing a
Tyson fight. Well, except for the smile,
you arc probably right.
But, really, docs Foreman really have
a chance? The answer is absolutely,
positively, yes. Holyfield has never
been hit as hard as he will be in April
(remember, he has yet to fight Tyson).
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Steve Garvey exclusive: baseball, heroism, politics, and the Middle East
VISTA sports columnist Jerry Watson recently interviewed
former USD Board of Trustees member Steve Garvey.
by Jerry Watson
Last Sunday I had a great opportunity as a
writer. I was able to interview a person who
has given thousands of people feels of joy
and happiness. He is Steve Garvey, first
baseman, MVP, and gentleman.

drafted by the Dodgers and subsequently
signedby them. So, its a step by step process
one that gave me the opportunity once I
signed with the Dodgers to maybe someday
be a Dodger like I had seen and witnessed
and befriended in the Old Brooklyn days.

VISTA: What sparked
your interest in baseball
as a youngster?
Steve Garvey: Well, I
think when I was about
the age of seven I guess I
had the opportunity to be
a bat boy in spring
training...for
the
Brooklyn
Dodgers.
When I did the bat boy ing
and saw the great
Dodgers like Robinson,
Campanella, Ferrcllo,
Pee Wee Reese, Gil
Hodges and all those
guys, I really started to
just fall in love with
baseball and to start
thinking about someday
playing the game. And
that's how dreams really
start You get a chance to
experience it and then you have the
opportunity to maybe play it or participate
and all of a sudden you build this urge to
maybe one day reach the ultimate level, and
for baseball that would be the major leagues.
So that's how thingsstarted and I just enjoyed
every aspect of it.
VISTA: How did you work at getting to the
major league level?
SG: As a youngster at that age, I started
playing little league and had some obvious
God-given skills at being able to hit a bascbal1
a little bit better then most of the other kids.
And having a little bit belter arm, a little
better instincts. And as I worked my way
through Little League, hitting .750 and more
homeruns than anybody else, and throwing
no-hitters, it became evident that baseball
was a sport that I hadsome ability at. I played
Pony League, then I played high school, and
earned a scholarship to Michigan Slate
University. And then in June of 1968,1 was

VISTA: Who
would you root
for nowadays?
After being a
Padre, are you
still a loyal
Dodger fan?
SG: Both the
Dodgers and
the Padres,
yeah. I played
for both teams,
and they both
treated mevery
well and I had
s o m e
wonderful
opportunities
with
both
teams.
STEVE GARVEY
Obviously,
the Dodgers
had a long history. And many of the teams I
played on perpetuated that. With World
Scries' in '74, '77, '78, '81 and, of course, the
World Championship in 1981. And in San
Diego, I was fortunate to play on a team that
won for the first time, won the division, then
the National League, we didn't win the World
Series, but we got thereso that was a big step.
VISTA: What would you say was your most
memorable day in baseball? Many people
wou I d say it was game four against the Cubs.
SG: Y cah, I th ink as far as one game and the
impact it had on the most people—it surely
was. Putting on a Dodger uniform, and being
on the field playing for the first time, was
obviously a thrill. Winning a World
Championship, which is the ultimate for a
team sport player, was a thrill. Winning the
National League MVP, being the best player
in the league for a season was a thrill. And,
of course, the consecutive game streak, that
went 1,207 games, makes a statement for
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SG: It's a simple philosophy. You can't do
anything about what has just happened, or
what has happened in the past. Youcan learn
from that mistake, and hopefully correct it
and apply it in the future. Whether it was the
way you played the ball, or your fool
positioning wasn'tright, or your el bow wasn't
up when you were throwing, or your glove
wasn'tdown when theball stayed down and
didn't come up. If we learn from our mistakes
and try not to let them happen again, I think
that is when we are really making progress.
And think in terms of making up for the error.
VISTA: How does it feel to be practically a
national idol, a hero? How does this set in on
a person?
SG: Well, you have to define heroism.
Heroism happens in all walks of life. There
are heroes in politics, in the military, in
business, in sports,in religion. 1 guess in my
category, sports, there
were a number of
opportunities that I had,
and many of them
successfully, to win
games
or
win
championships, or to do
something above what
was the norm, so to
speak. So, it was a
pleasure to be able to do
that. I give credit where
it is due. I could go
back to God giving me
the talent to do that,so I
was just fortunate to
implement it But in
perspective, in life itself,
what I did was more
inspiring from an
entertainment
perspective.
I think there are people
that all of us look up to,
who we feel go a little bit beyond heroism,
who are caring people.People who arc trying

VISTA: Do you think sports players can do
more for society?
SG: Ohh, I think so. I think a lot is being
done. I think athletes as a rule, are more
giving then ever. They are more conscience
of giving back to the community and through
charities and organizations. There can never
be too much done. I think is each player
realizes that he is in the public eye, and that
he is an entertainer so to speak, and that
rapporteur with the fans or the community is
essential. And if they just choose one event,
or one charity to work with, I think they will
be doing their part. Again, it is up to the
individual as to how much he or she wants to
contribute. But I think if one athlete or one
entertainer just
takes a little bit
of time and helps
one person or
one group, I
think they're
responsible.
VISTA: What
do you feel are
the top three
concerns facing
American
society today?
SG:
Well, I
think we are
concerned about
p e a c e ,
obviously,
today. People
are concerned
about the ability
to earn a living
for their families. And I think they're very
concerned about theeducation of our society.

Buy Any Regular FOOTLONG Sandwhich
and Get a Second One Of Equal or
Lesser Value FOR FREE!
Limit One Offer Per Coupon. Super Subs Extra.
Not Valid w/ Any Other Offers Or Promotions. Valid
Only at Participatinng Stores. Expires 12-23-90

• Special orders
• Replacement parts

1122 Morena Blvd. San Diego, CA

• Goggles
• Binoculars

Expires 1/3/91
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 11-6

VISTA: When you committed an error, how
did you recover from doing it again, getting
rid of that fear?

to be the best that they can be. And because
we are human beings, and because we are
fallible, we will make mistakes. Like I said
before, if you makean error, you try not todo
itagain. You try to learn from your mistakes.
And I think that's the key. But I think if you
sec somebody who is sincere, who
understands responsibility, who makes a
commitment and sees it through, I think
that's what people like and I think that is
what people relate to. We need more people
who want the ball on 3rd and five, or the
bases loaded,or three seconds left on theshot
clock, or whatever. People who seize the
opportunity and they want to be a success.

FREE FOOTLONG

Over 50 name brands & 3,000 frames in stock from $5 to $800

Eyes on Del Mar
Del Mar Plaza

your commitment. And dedication to the
game, and playing with pain, and good days
and bad days, and consistency and so forth.
So I was pleased to have a number of
highlights, and those in different categories,
I think, are the most important.

1555 Camino Del Mar
Street Level • 792-9211
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Torera basketball takes 2nd in
Fisher Implement Classic
by Bo Rothwell

Taking a tnree game losing streak into
the Fisher Implement Classic at Oregon
State University, the Toreras were
expecting aturnaround. An opening game
victory over San Jose State University
only seemed to increase their confidence.
USD won their first game of the year by
a score of 90-66, despite their slim 40-35
halftime led. The 24 point margin of
victory was the largest for the Toreras
since last year's 81-51 triumph against
Monmouth College.
Senior Christi English led USD with 15
points and 11 rebounds. The 6'3" center/
forward was also the elected to the AllTournament team.
"I've been really pleased with the way
Christi has been playing,"said Head Coach
Kathy Marpe.
Jill Shaver, a freshman forward from
Albuquerque, NM, tallied 12 points from
the bench and sophomore point guard
Angie Straub scored 14 for the Toreras.
Shaver is currently leading the Toreras in
assists with 2.8 per game.
USD's victory over SJSU put them in the
finals against Oregon State University,
the host school. OSU tooka38-27 halftime
lead and rolled to a 74-58 conquest.
Straub was USD's top scorer with 12
points to bring her scoring average up to
10.8ppg. Coach Marpe credits Straub's
success to her dirverse abilities. "She is a
penetrator who has also worked hard on
her outside shooting."
English once again reached double figures

in scoring with her ten point effort. Her
weekend's efforts placed her in ninth place
in career rebounds (406) in the school's
history.
USDalso has three other women climbing
up the ladder of career rebounders, senior
forward Molly Hunter (11th with 343),
junior forward Lynda Jones (14th with
286) and sophomore center Chris Enger
(16th with 270).
Although the Toreras lead the WCC in
rebounds by 3.2 a game, Marpe feels the
team isnot performing up to their potential.
"We have not been executing very well
whether on offense or defense. This is
something weneed toaddress and change."
The loss to OSU dropped the Toreras'
record to 1-4. Marpe expected more from
her team in the tournament.
"1 was disappointed in that we didn't win
the tournament. The first game against San
Jose Stale was very encouraging."
Despite last year's easy victory, coach
Marpe is not expecting them to be a
pushover this year. "UCI is a vastly
improved team and will be a challenge for
us," she said.
California Suite University Fullerton (42) is next on the Toreras' agenda. The
Titans hold the series edge,4-1, despite last
year's 81-71 Torera victory. The game
will be played in Titan Gymnasium on
Saturday at 5pm.
"Call Suite Fullerton playsa good pressure
defense and we will really need to execute
properly," Marpe commented.

Swimming sets two new school records
Continued from page 17
breaststroke was evident with Schweiger's
second record of the meet in the 100 yard
breaststroke. Schweiger broke Heather
Hockett's 1988 record ofl:10.18withatime
of 1:09.51.
The best finish for USD was put in by
Bergen, Schweiger, McGlennan and
freshman Robin Scott. The four finished
tenth in the 200 yard freestyle relay with a
time of 1:43.85.
Head coach Gary Becker brings a very
young team into the 1990-91 season. Of 18
members, there is just one senior and two
juniors. The Toreras have their largest
contingent of swimmers ever with seven,
and their strength is in the distance events.

Schweiger and McGlennan, both from
Minnesota have proven to be powerful
swimmers in their freshman year, providing
USD with strength in the breaststroke and
freestyle events. Another freshman, Karen
Trollopc from Los Altos Hills, California
contributes in the backstroke and freestyle
events, as well.
The divers on the team include Michele
Fallon from Ras Tanura, Saudi Arabia, Lisa
Lconavicz from Wisconsin, and Amanda
Robinson from California.
The Toreras return to the watcron Monday,
Jan. 14 when they host Fresno State
University at 2pm. They will then attend a
meet against Cal Stale Long Beach and San
Jose State on Jan. 16.

Wrestlers get ready to grapple
by Rick Salazar
New to USD is the Wrestling Club. Started
in the Spring of 1990, it has a current
membership of 13 individuals.
The club plans to begin wrestling by next
semester. Other goals include sponsoring an
intramural tournament, which will be open
to all students, participating in dual meets
with other clubs and teams,and competing in
local free-style tournaments.
Club members have spent three Sundays
this semester washing cars to raise money for
future activities and to obtain and resurface
wrestling mats.
Current members bring to the club some
high school wrestling experience. Two

members have intercollegiate experience.
Rick Salazar wrestled two years at Lasser
College and Joe Mcridcth has college
wrestling experience at Harvard.
Team members also include Kip Perry,
Scan Hawes, Chris Lee, Eire Wahler, Ed
Beck. There will be a final semester meeting
on Thursday the 13th at 7pm at the Mission
Crossroads. Anyone interested can contact
Scan I lawes (260-8813) or Rick Salazar (2956651).
The final meeting willcovcrducs,elections,
and goals for next semester. Anyone
interested in the club is welcome, no matter
what skills they may or may not possess.

Steve Garvey exclusive...
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,SAN DIEGO

Get the Competitive Edge
Test
Preparation

In today's competitive educational arena, it is so
important to score well on entrance exams. If you're
feeling anxiety buildup as the test date approaches,
UCSD Extension can help your performance by familiar
izing you with the format and content and by offering
sample tests of the same level of difficulty as the actual
examinations.
Preparation for the LSAT
(Law School Admissions Test)

Abstract reasoning and ordering, analysis recognition of
issues, application of facts and principles, reading com
prehension, logical reasoning, and writing for the new
format of the LSAT. This course is offered in an eightweek as well as an intensive format.
• LSAT test date: February 9
Preparation for the GRE and GMAT
(Graduate Records Examination and Graduate Management
Aptitude Test)

Sentence completion, analogies, antonyms, read
ing comprehension, analytical reasoning, and math
review.
GMAT: Reading comprehension, data evaluation, sen
tence correction, charts and graphs, data sufficiency,
and general math.
• Test dates-GRE: February 2, April 13
GMAT: January 19, March 16
Winter quarter begins January 7. For a free catalog with
details on UCSD Extension's test preparation courses,
phone 534-0406, X118.
GRE:

Phone 534-0406, XI18 for more information.

Continued from page 18
Its not only book knowledge, but it's a
continued education into all elements of our
society, whether it's drug related or ch i Idrcn's
education or advanced knowledge or
whatever it may be. I think people arc rca I ly
concerned about that.
We arc all
protectionists, so to speak; we arc all
concerned about our families and how we
can be as comfortable as possible. But once
that is taken care of, I think all of us shou Id be
concerned, then, about improving our
knowledge of life.
VISTA: Whatareyourfeelingsofthecurrcnt
Middle East conflict?
SG: Well, I think we are only as strong as our
senseof history. We have seen history repeat
itself—Saddam Hussein's conquering of a
neighboring country—which has started
world wars in the past. So we look at the past
and we look at what is happening and we
have to say because we are the strongest
democracy in the world we have to assume
the leadership of those free countries. And
we have to address what is happening over
there. We have to set the example. It's not
popular, it's not necessarily safe, it does
jeopardize peace but somebody hasgot todo
it because you are not dealing with a sane
leader or country. Sure, there arc other
reasons that are involved now. That clement
of the world is very important for power and
energy. Those things are other pieces of the
puzzle. The most important piece is that we
have to maintain the free world. One free
from dictatorship and oppression.

VISTA: What are some of your hobbies now
that you arc retired from baseball?
SG: You say whatarc you doing in retirement,
but baseball was more retirement then now.
Now its back to the business world, and
trying to do the best 1 can. I have a career
counseling company in San Diego, Pace
Sports. It helps athletes make a transition
from sports to business. I have Garvey
Communications, which is an event
management company, which we do
television productions based around the
events we do. A lot of the events we put on
arc for charities, so, I enjoy that.
VISTA: What do you think of the salaries
now?
SG: They're all TV related. The television
money has driven the slaries up. Because
this is an entertainment business, and there is
a lot of money made by television rights,
with cable and network and local television.
So, that is where the big dollar come from.
VIS TA: Do you think big money takesaway
from a player's love to play the game?
SG: Again, it's personal, but you know,
obviously my record spoke for itself. I played
everyday, 1,207 games. Playing for as long
as 1 did. I just enjoyed playing, I enjoyed the
challenge of it. I got paid very well my last
live years, so-so the last four years of my
contract in Los Angeles. Money wasn't what
drove me, what did was success. Trying to
win a World Championship. Trying to be the
best player in the game.
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Nguyen is "Player of the Year," Toreros get top honors
by C. Hardy Kalisher
n.llAAMM
—
Senior sweeper
Trong Nguyen
led the
University of San Diego men's soccer team
in All-West Coast Conference honors this
season as six other players and head coach
Seamus McFadden also received WCC
honors.
Co-Captain Nguyen was named WCC
"Player of the Year," "Defensive Player of
the Year," and to the WCC All-Conference
teamfor the third consecutiveseason. Nguyen
is a two time team MVP and a WCC
Academic honors Student/Athlete with
aspirations of becoming a doctor some day.
"It is nice to have the respect of the other
coaches in the league. I feel honored and
happy. It's quite an accomplishment for me
and the USD soccer team as a whole," said
Nguyen.
Nguyen, who moved to the United States
from Vietnam when he was ten years old,
arrived at USD fouryears agoand has led the
Toreros' defense ever since he first put on his
number eight jersey.
"Next year I'll play soccer. But it will be
different. I'm sad that I won't be playing with
the same group that went to the NCAA play
offs. One of my dreams is to play for the
United States National Team and play in the
1994 World Cup," said Nguyen of his future
soccer goals.
McFadden was named WCC "Coach of
the Year"for the second time his 11 years at
USD—1986 being the first
Prior tocoaching at USD, McFadden, who
has a career record of 96-101-21, received
"South Coast Conference Coach of the Year"
honors while coaching at San Diego Mesa

team. Senior midfielder Leo T»
Ronces of
University of San Diego High School was
the Toreros number two point scorer for the
second consecutive year.
" In high school, I never had any aspirations
of playing college soccer, much less Division
I," explained Ronces. "Just before tryouts,
my dad asked me if I was going to tryout for
the USD team. I hadn't trained at all and
Seamus said he almost cut me."
Eight years after beginning high school
soccer, Ronces has finally received an allconference award.
"I did it for all the non conference players
who came out of nowhere, the Denis
Rodmans, and Terry Porters," said Ronces.
Two USD freshmen made the second team.
Midfielder Toby Taitano, the Toreros'
playmakcr, completed the season as runnerup for the West Coast title in assists with 15.
The above USD soccer players had
established themselves as either top west
coast soccer players or were highly recruited
freshmen.
For USDHS alumni goalkeeper Tom Tate,
making the WCC All-Conference second
team was not something he expected when
making the USD soccer team as a "walk on"
this summer. Tate ended the season starting
every game for a0.921 goals againstaverage,
and nine shutouts in over 2,200 minutes
played.
"When I heard the news I was excited.
Although, by no means am I satisfied," said
Tate. 'There is no way that I could have
received the award without the defense's
support."
X

photo by Drew Leithead

WCC soccer "Player of the Year" senior Trong Nguyen makes up for lost studying.
Junior College.
"Seamus has worked hard for a long time
and has put a lot of effort into his dream of
takingaUSDteamtotheplay-offs. Theteam
did even better than that we made it to the
Sweet Sixteen. Coach deserves the award
for all the hard work and effort hehasputinto
the team," said Nguyen.
Three other Toreros joined Nguyen on the
WCC All-Conference first team.
First team recipient sophomore forward,
Charles "Chugger" Adair, a transfer from

STUDY BREAK
Don't Let Finals Grinch
your Christmas!"

Tues. Dec. 18th
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Forum B
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*punch
*hot cider
^Christmas TV
Specials
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San Diego State, ended theseason with eight
goals and nine assists for 25 points. Senior
midfielder Tom Crane, last seasons' leading
Torero scorer, scored six goals with seven
assists for 19 points.
Rounding off the Toreros' first team
recipients was junior forwardPaul Gelvezon,
a Mesa JC transfer. Gelvezon led the Toreros'
offense with 12 goals and seven assists for 31
points.
Three other Torero soccer players were
named to the WCC All-Conference second
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The Bench Warmer

Sports photo of the week
by C. Hardy Kalisher

15 rounds of sweat

Sports Trivia Five
1) What position does the NY Giants'
Lawrence Taylor play?
2) Julio Iglesias was a top-notch athlete
in what sport before a career ending
injury?
3) What side of theplate did Ted Williams
bat from?
4) What university did theSan Francisco
49'ers'quarterback Joe Montana graduate
from?
5) What came first the chicken or the
egg?
Answers to last week's questions: 1) SF
49'ers 2) UNLV 3) Blue, White, Red
4)Mark McGwire, Jose Canseco, Walt
Weiss, 5) 120 yards

Win a free large pizza, submit your
answers to the VISTA Sports Box.
Last week's winner: L. Taylor
VISTA editors, staff, and families are
not eligible for the drawing.
Answers to this week's trivia will ap
pear in next week's VISTA.

Thomas Boswell's 99
Reasons Why Baseball
Is Better Than
Football:
24) Marianne Moore loved Christy
Mathewson. No woman of quality has
ever preferred football to baseball.
28) All gridirons are identical; football
coaches never have to meet to go over
the ground rules. But the best baseball
parks are unique.
18) Nineinnings means actually reached
the end of the rest room line at an NFL
game.

Chris Berman Nicknames:
Jeff Ballard "of a Thin Man"
Jim "Two Silouettes On" Deshaies

"You say it's your birthday"
William Perry is 28 on Dec 16
Ty Cobb would've been 104 on Dec 18

Bo and Hardy pick'em
Bo Rothwell
Hardy Kalisher

Last week
8-4
8-4

Rothwell

Season record Season '
98-52
67%
96-54
66%

Kalisher

NFC
Wild Cards: Redskins, Eagles,
Dallas
Western Division Champion: 49'ers
Central Division Champion: Bears
Eastern Division Champion: Giants
AFC
Wild Cards: Raiders, Dolphins,
Bengals
Western Division Champion: Chiefs
Central Division Champion: Bills
Eastern Division Champion: Oilers

NFC
Wild Cards: Redskins, Eagles,
Vikings
Western Division Champion: 49'ers
Central DivisionChampion: Bears
Eastern Division Champion: Giants
AFC
Wild Cards: Dolphins, Bengals,
Chiefs
Western Division Champion: Raiders
Central Division Champion: Bills
Eastern Division Champion: Oilers

NFC Champion: 49'ers
AFC Champion: Bills
Superbowl XXVI Champion: Bills

NFC Champion: Giants
AFC Champion: Raiders
Superbowl XXVI Champion:Giants

Torero Athletes of the Week
Women's
Freshman Tracey Schweiger of Hastings,
Minnesota set one USD swim team record in
the 100 yard breaststroke and helped set a
new team record in the 800 yard freestyle
relay.
Her time of 1:09.51 in the 100 yard
breaststroke broke the former record of
1:10.18, held by Heather Hockett since 1988.
In the 800 yard freestyle relay, the USD
swimming Toreras finished with a time of
8:14.19 breaking the record eight year old
record of 8:20.00.

Men's
Three point ace 6'3" senior Pat Holbert of
the USD men's basketball team was named
West Coast Conference Player of the Week,
it was annouced Monday by MichaelGilleran,
WCC Commissioner.
Holbert netted a game high 27 points in the
Toreros' 91-64 loss to toumamnet host
Indiana in the champioship game of the
Indiana Classic. Holbert totaled 46 points in
the two game tournament.
Against UCSanta Barbara, Holbert scored
at team high 16 points in a losing effort.

Did you know that
today in 1920...
Strangler Lewis uses seven applica
tions of his controversial headlock to
capture the world wrestling title from
JoeStetcherin 1 hour,41 minutes and 56
seconds. The headlock will be banned
from wrestling after near riots at Lewis
bouts, but the ban will be lifted in time
for Lewis to use it to regain his title in
1922 from Stanislaus Zbyszko.

Tracey Schweiger

Pat Holbert #50

With the possiblity of war in the Per
sian Gulf arriving quicker than Spring
training, how long it will last may be the
most pertinent issue to college students
today, more important than the recent
San Diego Padre trades.
When war begins, a draft would seem
eminent, and it would be fast and undiscriminating. College students like you
and I would be drafted along with Bob at
Bob's Tires.
Whenever any country isabout to ven
ture into war, the leaders, in order to
maintain public support, have and must
tell the citizens of the country that the
conflict will be short and victorious.
President George Bush is no excep
tion to this rule. He is telling the people
of America that we will win a war against
Iraq and that it will only last as long as
a seven game World Series.
Bush must maintain his policy of a
short war because the support of the
American people is vital to the success
of his game plan.
Bush supports the belief thatwar would
be quick because the United States has
the best air game in the world.
With the US Air Force, Bush believes
a military confrontation against Iraq
would have two hits. The US hits Iraq,
Iraq hits the floor.
Unfortunately for you and I, the im
pending war in the Middle East will not
be a Mike Tyson first round knockout.
When the US sent troops to Vietnam,
it was unprepared for a long fight.
Now, more than twenty years later, it
appears that the US is once again unpre
pared to go the distance. Well, this fight
is not going to be a one to two round
laugher.
The US is going into the ring prepared
for a quick knockout. Iraq has been
training to go the distance.
Like the Vietnamese, the Arabs of
Iraq as a culture, have a history of bloody
wars that have gone the distance.
Iraq has consistently been involved in
military conflict since before the inven
tion of the aluminum bat.
Once again, the US will be on the road
when war breaks out in the Middle East.
Iraq will have'the home field advantage
and the American soldier will be hotter
and slower than their opponent.
The US soldier has to be on his guard
against Hussein's deadly knockout
punch—chemical weapons.
Unfortunately, Bush's only counter
punch is nuclear weapons and ultimately
they will knock out everyone, including
Americans.
A war against Iraq will go the distance
and, in the end, many young men and
women will be on the permanent disabled
list.
So, it's going to be a long fight, and
whether or not Coach Bush is going to
tell to his players that this game is going
to go into extra innings is his preroga
tive.
But we, as fighters, can do something
to prevent an endurance fight—just never
enter the ring.
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IM Christmas Gift List
by Andy Berg
While most students have been spending
their time hitting the books or the party
bowl, Santa has been working hard. He has
been studying all you intramural athletes,
finding out who's been naughty and who's
been nice. He has compiled a list of the
perfect gift for some of IM's finest:
A1 Limberg (Oft-injured player): A new
and improved IM schedule featuring sports
such as tiddlywinks, backgammon and
jacks. This should keep his insurance
company happy.
Buck Shaw (Long-shot football cham
pion): $20 to bet and take advantage of
those 50-1 odds.
Law Dogs (Dethroned football cham
pion): A dose of humility. Oh, never mind.
They already received that from Buck
Shaw.
Max Doubek (B-league football champi
onship team captain): A lesson in reality or
the difference between A and B. Max, why
don't you challenge the school team next.
Eric Deutsch (Speed Soccer player): A
lesson in sportsmanship or a road map
pointing toward the other team's goal.
Spooky (Impressive B-league tennis
champions): An entry form with "A"divi
sion circled.
Leroy Hughes (5th year senior and IM
supervisor): A champ shirt-just one.
John Gillis (5 time intramural winner this
semester): A champ shirt for a "real" sport.
Midnight Bowling and Powder Puff Foot
ball won't cut it.

Shana Hoernke (Also 5 time intramural
winner this semester): More women's
leagues so she can win more shirts than
John Gillis.
Bo Rothwell (IM supervisor and avid cy
clist): Acarormaybejustamopedtoget
started.
USD Hockey Club: Some out of state
competition. Certainly no one in Califor
nia can give these guys a game.
Glenn Yanatta and Glenn Bartolini
(Full-time hockey players and part-time
members of the World Wrestling Federa
tion): A book entitled: "You can't win if
you're not allowed to play the game."
Collision Course (Occasionally an In
door Soccer Team): A team captain who
actually tells his players when their game
is.
Mark Wadia (Water Polo player): A
beeper so his teammates can remind him
about playoff games.
Peter Roloff (Tennis Champion): Free
chiropractic care. His back must be sore
from carrying his partner all semester.
Rolling Donuts (Co-Rec Softball runners-up): Another shot at a championship
game. They are much better than they
looked in the first one.
Andy Berg (IM assistant editor and part
time referee): A stocking full of free
passes to referee camps and a lifetime
scription to "Referees-the magizine for
real men!".
The USD Community: Asafeandhappy
holiday season. See you in January.

3 X 3 Basketball: It doesn't matter,
but here are the champs
Basketball
Championship
by Kristin Curry
The final results are in for the championship
games in 3x3.
In A-league it was no surprise when Doesn't
Matter and Phi Slamma Jamma met in the
finals. To get to the finals Phi Slamma
Jamma shot their way through Corpus Delecti. As usual the team of Marty Munn and
A1 Matt rarely missed a shot to earn them a
15-5, 15-9 victory. For Doesn't Matter it
was more of a challenge as Pi Kappa Chi got
out to a winning start. Shane Bohait and
Mike Schreck of Pi Kappa Chi helped thenteam win the first one but justcouldn't match
up to Jed Rucker's and Skip DiMuro of
Doesn't Matter. Doesn't Matter got thengame undercontrol and powered through the
next two games, winning by a score of 5-15,
15-7,15-7.
The final followed much like Doesn't Mat
ter's semi-final game but more competitive.
Phi Slamma Jamma jumped out toan early
lead winning the first game 15-7 due to
Marty Munn's shooting ability. But once
again Doesn't Matter picked things up in
their second and then justcouldn' t be stopped.
TedRucker of Doesn't Matter clearly stood

out as player of the week leading his team to
the championship 7-15,15-11,15-11.
It was a completely different story in Bleague as the top ranked team Free Ball in 2
didn't even make it to the finals and the
fourth place team Elvis, Donut and Dago
won it all. In the last quarter-final match
Psychofunkahoopsters pulled out a victory
over Sweet, who made a great comeback in
the 3rd game, but just not great enough.
Psychofunkahoopster won it 15-6, 13-15,
15-11 and went right into the semi-finals
against Orphans. This was a close one but
Sean Frink and Ian Lockhon kept Orphans
in the lead and stopped the Psychofunka
hoopsters 15-13,15-10.
In the other semi-final match Elvis, Donut,
and the Dago really came alive against Free
Ball in 2. Chris McDonough didn't seem to
miss a shot and Will Polimadei of Elvis,
Donut, and the Dago was all over the court,
leaving Free Ball in 2 no hope of victory.
Elvis, Don ut and the Dago won this one 156, 15-9 and were ready to move into the
finals.
The Orphans didn't seem to have quite as
much energy when it came to the last game.
Matt Blauvelt (Elvis, Donut and the Dago)
was always under the basket waiting for his
shot and Will Polmadei held their team
together. Elvis, Donut, and the Dago played
a great game and the Orphans just couldn't
keep up as Elvis, Donut and the Dago won
it all 15-6,15-6.
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Wine & Wine Cooleis-r-dJ
photo by Marc Thiebach
The Thrill of Victory: Megan Baker receives an unpleasant "reward"
after her team, Maddogs, won the speed soccer championship.

HOURS:

OI.D COLUMBIA BREWERY & GRILL

Mon.-Thurs.:
Fri. & Sat.
Sundays:

1157 Columbia St. (at "B" St.). Downtown
234 BREW (2739) * OPEN DAILY

$1 BEER HAPPY HOURS:

Karl Strauss'

America's Finest City.
San Diego's Finest Beers™

Mon.-Thurs.:

11:30 A.M. • 12 midnight
11:30A.M. • 1 A.M.
11:30 A.M. • 10 P.M.

4:00 P.M. • 6:00 P.M.

FREE BREWERY TOURS:
Sat & Sun.:

1:00. 2:00 & 3:00 PM.
and by appointment
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An end of the semester thank you
hv
by Anrlv
Andy Rpro
Berg

It takes many people to make an intramural
sports program successful. Fortunately, at
USD we havesome of the best. Firstly, there
is the director, an assistant director and two
part-time supervisors. Each do their jobsand
do them well. Mostly though, there is a
student staff. The feeling here is that our
students would do a good job running the
program even without the adm inistrati ve help
they receive.
There is the officials, the scorekeepers and
the office staff, each doing their best for the
IM program. The most important people in
our program, however, are the student super
visors (head officials starting next semester).
Each sport has a student who has put his or
her stamp on it, and made the program their
own. To these six, we say thank you for
another great semester:
Kristin Curry: If it happens in the gym,
Kristin is in charge. That means 36 basket
ball teams and 24 volleyball teams were in

kr**.
her care. Most of the *:
time, our part-time

supervisors didn't even bother checking on
the gym-Kristin was there: It was under
control.
John Gillis: Did you appreciate the condi
tion of the softball field? Thank John. He
was out there early every S unday dragging it
John's biggest fault was that heliked to write
about himself. Then again, when your the
best..
Leroy Hughes: Leroy graduates this se
mester and he is irreplaceable. While softball, volleyball, hockey, etc. had theirall-star
teams, the flag football league had the AllLeroyTeam. Enough said!
Nick Lizalde: Nick was our man in the
pool-that is usually where he supervised water
polo from. Now if he could only figure out
a way to finish a "three week" league in less
than 2 months...Seriously, every IM pro
gram needs a few like Nick. He was simply
always there. No matter what was needed,
turn around and there was Nick ready togo to

Delts are Top Tubers in H20 Polo
Water Polo
Championship
by Nick Lizalde
In the final game of the year we had the
powerful Delta Tube Delta playing the
sleeper team of playoffs, Presidio Patrons.
The team of Delta Tube Delta came away
with a 20-15 victory. This was the lowest
point total for both teams all year.
The great defensive game was led by the
goalies for both teams, Dennis Williams for

Delta Tube Delta and Tom Campbell for
Presidio. Presidiodefenser Sandi Camacho
also played tough. For Delta, Andy Bedinger and Tom Morion had great defensive
games.
On offensive, both teams were led by the
ladies. For Presidio Patrons, Michelle "the
Cannon" Nevin had 8 points. Kept in check
all game was "the Rocket"Pate Reber com
ing away with no points. For Delta, Megan
"count it "Shaw had 14 points. The Trouble
Tuber of the week goes to Pate "Someone
Lite My Rocket"Reber.

.

..

..

work. Also credit Nick with the "trouble
tuber" award.
Scott Morris: Scott had the unenviable
task of taking over for the first semester of
night hockey. The lighting could have been
better, but the league couldn't have. Scott
also oversaw the USD Hockey Club whose
second consecutive tournament champion
ship clearly makes us the best team in Cali
fornia.
Bo Rothwell: No only was Bo in charge of
the Speed Soccer and the Indoor Soccer, he
also is responsible for the intramural section
in this paper. Before thissemester, there was
an average of two pages of IM coverage per
week. This semester, the IM section is the
biggest in the paper, four pages per week.
Bo, unlike John Gillis, had a difficulty put
ting his own name in his articles. So, many
of his accomplishments, such as scoring four
goals in one game of indoor soccer and
scoring the game winner in It's a Given's
overtime play-off victory, went unnoticed.

Officials needed
If you are planning on staying in San
Diego and have experience officiating
soccer or basketball, a great job oppor
tunity awaits you. During intersession
(starting January 5th) officials will be
needed for Junior High School Basket
ball and Soccer games. The pay rate is
$8-10 per game and you will be pro
vided with a ref shirt and whistle. If
interested, call Andy at the IM office
(X4533)

Water Polo
all-stars
1st Team
Female

Shana Hoernke (Delta Tube Delta)
Megan Shaw (Delta Tube Delta)
Margo Mullaly (Sigma Chi)
Michelle Nevin (Presidio Patrons)
Male

Jerry Morris (Floating P's)
Andy Bedinger (Delta Tube Delta)
Pate Reber (Presidio Patrons)
Eric Lyon (Sigma Chi)
2nd Team
Female

Michelle Granieri (Sigma Chi)
Libby Bergner (Phi Kappa Theta)
Miki Erlinger (Floating P's)
Jackie Marovich (Presidio Patrons)
Male

Tom Campbell (Presidio Patrons)
Brian Kuipers (Floating P's)
Allen McNamce (DECAF)
Chris Stafford (Slippery When Wet)
MVP Female: Megan Shaw (Delta
Tube Delta)
MVP Male: Pate Reber (Presidio
Patrons)
Female Trouble Tuber of the Year:
Shana Hoernke (Delta Tube Delta)
Male Trouble Tubcr of the Yean Max
Lawson (Sigma Chi)

GET A HEAD START
Resident Assistant
Applications for Fall 1991
available in
Residence Life Office, UC139
December 18th

Fill out application over Interssesion and return when
Second Semester begins.
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The All-Leroy team

IM RANKINGS

(The best of the rest)
B-league

FINAL- Fall 1990

7-1
7-1
5-2
3-4
3-3

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
1. It Takes Four
2. Free Agents IV
3. Free Agents II
4. T.O.H.O. 9
5. Hang Time

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Buy the Case Again
2. Rolling Donuts
3. Czars
4. Staff Infection
5. The Two Delts

5-0-1
5-3
4-1-1
5-2
3-3

MEN'S (A) FLAG FOOTBALL
1. Buck Shaw
2. Law Dogs
3. Chosen Ones
4. NoKaOi
5. Madden Maniacs

4-3
6-1
5-1
5-2
4-2

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Team Weasel
2. Team Morris
3. Hockey Inc.
4. Argonauts
5. Phi Kappa Theta

6-1
6-1
3-3-1
3-3-1
4-1-1

MEN'S (B) FLAG FOOTBALL
1. 3rd West II
2. Positive Vibrations
3. Whatever Dude
4. Something Fierce
5. Sigma Chi

5-1-1
5-2
2-1-2
3-2-1
2-2-1

MEN'S SOFTBALL
1. Eight Around
2. Godfathers
3. Sigma Chi
4. Bringin the Wood
5. Knight Stalkers

5-1
4-3
4-1
4-1
3-1

MIXED (B) TENNIS
1. Overkill
2. Slice and Dice
3. M and M
4. Drooler and Blondie
5. Paul and Dana

4-1
4-1
2-2
3-1
2-2

WOMEN'S (A) TENNIS
1. Double Shot
2. Jennifer and Tara
3. Douglas
4. Ducato

3-0
2-2
0-1
0-2

WOMEN'S (B) TENNIS
1. Celina and Melina
2. Jen and Meg
3. Nicole and Nicole
4. Double O's
5. Beginners Duck

5-0
4-1
3-1
4-1
2-1

2nd Team Offense
Eric Rodriguez (Positive Vibration)
Brendan Gallagher (Sigma Chi)
Ken Tucker (Schlaben Di Naben)
John Pregenzer (Delts)
Keith Kramer (Lost in the Fog)
Anthony Massee (3rd West Crew)
Chris Spence (Something Fierce)
The Rocket (Women Who Score)
2nd Team Defense
Dave West (3rd West Crew II)
Rob Baasile (Sigma Chi)
Phil Corbett (Something Fierce)
Reuben Floyd (Magnificent 7)
Rich Pearl (Sigma Chi)
Mike Holmes (Something Fierce)
Eric Rodriguez (Positive Vibration)
Jon Peabody (Sigma Chi)

IM DISTINCTIONS
December 3 - December 9

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. Chosen Ones
2. It's a Given
3. Delts
4. PKT Skoads
5. Lounge Lizards

7-0-1
4-3-1
4-1
4-2
4-2-1

MEN'S (A) TENNIS
1. Torsten and Juan
2. Cumquat
3. Mishits
4. Boys from 4th East
5. We Paint the Lines

6-0
3-1
4-1
3-2
3-1

MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER
1. PKT Skoads
2. Chosen Ones
3. Sigma Chi
4. Sunshine and Friends
5. Little Beards

WATER POLO
1. Delta Tube Delta
2. Presidio Patrons
3. Floating P's
4. Wet and Wild
5. Sigma Chi

6-0
4-2
4-1
3-2
2-2

MEN'S (B) TENNIS
1. Spooky
2. S and T
3. Gross Net
4. 7 and 7
5. Kapp Rats

7-0
5-2
4-2
4-2
4-1

MEN'S (A) 3X3 BASKETBALL
1. Doesn't Matter
6-0
2. Phi Slamma Jamma
5-1
3. Pi Kappa Chi
3-2
4. Corpus Delecti
3-2
5. Hawkeyes
2-2

CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL
1. KARCH's Revenge
2. Six Pack Rats
3. Blue Light
4. P-Tag
5. Tight Sets

6-0
5-1
3-2
2-4
3-1

MIXED (A) TENNIS
1. Love or Nothing
2. The Unseeded
3. Lil Mo an Bo
4. Me N Max
5. Jenna and Torsten

6-0
4-2
2-1
2-2
1-2

MEN'S (B) 3x3 BASKETBALL
1. Elvis, Donut, and Dago
2. Orphans
3. Free Ball in 2
4. Psychofunkahoopsters
5. Sweet

6-0
4-1
3-2
2-2-1
2-2

6-1
6-1
5-1
6-1
3-2

Fall 1990 IM Roll call of Champions
Congratulations to those who proved themselves better than all
other, the IM Champions of Fall, 1990.
SPECIAL EVENTS

LEAGUES
Sport
Mens Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Mens Floor Hockey
Mens Speed Soccer
Mens (A) Flag Football
Mens (B) Flag Football
Co-Rec (A) Volleyball
Co-Rec (B) Volleyball
Co-Rec Water Polo
Mens (A) Doubles Tennis
Mens (B) Doubles Tennis
Womens (A) Doubles Tennis
Womens (B) Doubles Tennis
Mixed (A) Doubles Tennis
Mixed (B) Doubles Tennis
Mens Indoor Soccer
Mens (A) 3x3 Basketball
Mens (B) 3x3 Basektball

Team
8 Around the Mound
Buy the Case Again
Team Weasel
Chosen Ones
Buck Shaw
3rd West Crew II
K.A.R.C.H.'s Revenge
It Takes Four
Delta Tube Delta
Torsten and Juan
Spooky
Double Shot
Celina and Melina
Love or Nothing
Overkill
PKT Skoads
Doesn't Matter
Elvis, Donut & Dago

EVENT
Scramble Golf
Mens
Co-Rec
Beach Volleyball
Mens
Womens

CHAMPION
Chris Linssen/Joe Cummings
Fr. Mike McKay/Anne
Marie O'Brien

Mixed
Powder Puff Football

Doug Piper/Jerry Morris
Christina Sanchez/Michelle
Zyfomski
Leif Jensen/Meg Estey
Women Who Score A Lot

Midnight Bowling
Team
High Series-Male
High Series-Female
High Game-Male
High Game-Female

Here for the Shirts
John Gillis
Shana Hoernke
Hector Chin
Nicole La Cava

MENS (A) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Doesn't Matter vs Phi
Slamma Jamma
Team of the Week: Doesn't Matter
Player of the Week: Jed Rucker (Doesn't
Matter)
MENS (B) 3X3 BASKETBALL
Game of the Week: Elvis, Donut & Dago
vs Orphans
Team of the Week: Elvis, Donut & Dago
Player of the Week: Will Polimadei (Elvis,
Donut & Dago)
CO-REC INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Game of the Week: Delta Tube Delta vs
Presidio Patrons
Team of the Week: Delta Tube Delta
Male Player of the Week: Dennis Williams
(Delta Tube Delta)
Female Player of the Week: Megan Shaw
(Delta Tube Delta)

A note from the Editor
Ah, finally, the last issue of the semes
ter. I can't wait until nextsemester when
I get the chance to see John Gillis sweat
this job out.
I have just a few items to point out
before I give up the position which holds
such power.
To Andy Berg: Thanks for all the help.
I really just could not help but include
you on the Christmas Gift List I have to
point out that I had lots of help on that
one!
To the IM supervisors: Without your
verbosity the IM section would be just a
couple of pages. Thanks for spending
the time (in Nick's case, 15 minutes) on
your articles.
To Hardy Kalisher: Not much of an as
sistant editor, am I.? I'm sorry for spend
ing more time on the IM section than
helping you. I'm also sorry that I had to
beat you in "Bo and Hardy pick'em".
Better luck next time!!!
To the VISTA readers: Thanks for
making the IM section the most read part
of the VISTA. See ya!
jj

